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Summary

Our digital society is heavily dependent on cryptography. Cryptography is the way information and
communication are secured. It prevents eavesdroppers from listening in and ensures that received
data is trustworthy, enabling trusted online transactions such as e-commerce and digital document
signing. It means companies can do legally binding business with other companies online, a civilian
can communicate sensitive information to their government via their web browser, and you can pay a
Tikkie to your friend. In other words, modern cryptography is the basis for our digital society.

Online trust is for a large part made possible by Public Key Infrastructure: “a combination of software,
hardware, roles, guidelines and procedures that are required to manage keys as digital certificates”. In
essence, Public Key Infrastructure is the application of cryptographic technology through institutions
in the form of standards and the cooperation of actors. The application of Public Key Infrastructure
for creating digital trust is widespread and interwoven in our society. It is extensively used in organisa-
tional identitymanagement, internet (website & server) security, secure email, virtual private networks
& intranets, software updates, the Internet of Things, healthcare, finance, and critical infrastructures.

At the core of Public Key Infrastructure is asymmetric cryptography. In turn, at the foundation of con-
ventional asymmetric cryptography lie two mathematical problems. The hardness of these problems
guarantees the security of the cryptographic schemes that use them. Reasoning back, the hardness
of the two mentioned mathematical problems is what most digital trust systems, by using Public Key
Infrastructure, depend on.

But what if thesemathematical problems are not so hard anymore? If that is the case, the cryptographic
schemes cannot guarantee information security. And if information security cannot be guaranteed
anymore, there is no trust. Our society and economy depend on reliable digital financial transactions
and confidential communications, which cease to exist without trust. Simply put, disaster would strike.

Such a scenario is made realistic by the dawn of quantum computing. Because of the fundamental
differences in the way of computing when compared to classical computing, quantum computing is
able to apply Shor’s algorithm and make the two classically hard mathematical problems not hard.
As quantum computing is still being developed, a large enough quantum computer to crack today’s
cryptographic standards does not yet exist. However, experts estimate the chance that it is developed
before 2030 small but realistic. The Dutch General Intelligence and Security Service (AIVD) follows
this vision. The quantum threat, meaning the looming ability to crack today’s cryptographic standards
and thereby break digital trust using quantum computing, is real.

It is clear that the quantum threat materialising will have shattering effects to society. However, it is
not described in literature what exactly society will feel, aside from relatively general statements about
areas impacted. Rather, most studies focus on the technical impacts. There is a need to know more
about the potential societal effects, so (1) it becomes clear how pressing the matter of the quantum
threat is and (2) where to focus energy to avoid the worst effects.
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Research objective
With these two aims of knowing the potential societal effects of the quantum threat to Public Key
Infrastructure in mind, this research seeks to establish a method to assess these effects. In other words,
the objective of this research is to develop and test a method for assessing the societal risks of quantum
computing, in particular focusing on domains that use Public Key Infrastructure systems.

In doing so, this thesis contributes to the research project HAPKIDO.HAPKIDO aims to investigate the
transition towards quantum safe public key infrastructure by treating the transition as a governance
as well as a technical problem. This thesis is part of work package 1 of project HAPKIDO, aiming to
investigate the societal risks of quantum unsafe public key infrastructure when quantum computing
is largely available.

Due to practical constraints, this research is limited to qualified trust services as defined by the eIDAS
regulation within the Netherlands. The reason for this scope limitation is that eIDAS regulation very
clearly delineates what a trust service is and where the liabilities lie.

An important distinction to make in potential societal effects are those that result from Public Key In-
frastructure failing because of the quantum threat and those that result from mitigation and migration
efforts. This research is limited to the former. As such, potential solutions to the quantum threat such
as quantum key distribution, post-quantum cryptography, and hybrid cryptography are out of scope.

With the objective and the scope of the research set, the following research question is defined: What
are the components of a method to assess the potential societal eects of the quantum threat to Public Key
Infrastructure used by qualified trust service providers? (RQ1). An additional research question that
helps validate the answer to the first research question and is interesting as an exploratory venture is:
What are the potential societal eects of the quantum threat to PKIoverheid in the Netherlands? (RQ2).

Research approach
To answer the first research question, this research is based onDesign Science. The threeDesign Science
research cycles are present by continuously drawing from literature, iterating versions of the artefact,
and having multiple field test moments throughout the design process.

After several workshops with actors filling differing roles in the Dutch Public Key Infrastructure land-
scape concerning qualified trust services, the Societal Risk Assessment is complete. Applying the
method explores the following:

• Risks to the assessing organisation

• Risks to society that are within the sphere of influence of the assessing organisation

• Risks that arise from the presence of the quantum threat

• Risks related to information security compromise in Public Key Infrastructure structures

• Impacts of not being able to guarantee information security in Public Key Infrastructure struc-
tures, rather than definite compromise

Findings
The Societal Risk Assessment consists of six steps: determining the scope, identifying the threats &
vulnerabilities, identifying the assets, assessing the impacts, assessing the likelihood, and lastly the
synthesis. Each step produces knowledge necessary to arrive at the outcome: an overview of risks
to the organisation and to society within the sphere of influence of the assessing organisation. This
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answers the first research question. This Societal Risk Assessment is, to the best of my knowledge, the
first of its kind, combining risk assessment in information security with the consequences to society.
This is important in a world ever increasingly dependent on digital communication.

The following statements summarise the application context of the SRA:

• The SRA can be applied by any party that is reliant on PKI and wants to know the risks they run
in a societal context because of their PKI reliance.

• The SRA is designed to be domain unspecific and is expected to work similarly across domains.

• It is advised to perform the assessment with a team of experts with expertise in risk manage-
ment, (senior) management, technology (i.e., PKI), potentially affected business processes, and
compliance.

• It is advised that the assessment is guided by an assessment leader that is acquainted with the
SRA method.

• The assessment is expected to take four to six hours.

• A report should be drawn up from the results of the assessment to maximise actionable insights.

It should be noted that although the SRA is expected to work similarly across domains, this has not
been field tested. Further points on this are made in the reflections and recommendations. This also
applies to the expected duration of the assessment and the best way to guide the assessment.

Workshops with intended future users of the Societal Risk Assessment, expert consultation, and a
case study output evaluation session with experts concluded in two main beliefs about the Societal
Risk Assessment: Firstly, the value of the Societal Risk Assessment as an assessment and its output
is recognised. The second belief is that it can be difficult to apply the Societal Risk Assessment, as it
requires time and varying expertise. Help during the application of the Societal Risk Assessment is
absolutely necessary, to guide the expertise of non-risk management experts.

The case study thatwas donewas from the perspective of Logius, as the policy authority of PKIoverheid.
This answered the second research question: What are the potential societal effects of the quantum
threat to PKIoverheid in the Netherlands? In short, there are a myriad of ways in which society may be
impacted if Logius is not able to secure PKIoverheid. Examples include interference with information
exchange for medical professionals; leaking of company secrets of many companies operating in the
Netherlands; potential loss of any application that uses DigiD facilitating communication between the
Dutch government and citizens; large scale fraud because accountants, bailiffs, and notaries cannot
securely sign documents; and leaking of military intelligence, as secure communications are very hard
to set up.

The first set of recommendations of this research is for organisations active in providing, maintaining,
or making use of Public Key Infrastructure-enabled trust services. These organisations would do well
to implement this Societal Risk Assessment or another way to include the quantum threat and their
societal influence in their business continuity planning. Furthermore, I recommend them to look into
the results of the following HAPKIDO work packages or the application of the Crypto Agility Risk
Assessment Framework.

Secondly, I recommend researchers to improve the guidance offered and the impact estimation parts
of the SRA. As for the rest of work package 1 in project HAPKIDO, I suggest an evaluation session with
more and more diverse participants, before applying the Societal Risk Assessment in other domains
and potentially again in the eGovernment domain for rigour purposes.
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1
Introduction

Quantum computing is an exciting new technology with much potential for tackling computational
problems that conventional computing cannot. If harnessed, it promises to provide great computa-
tional power facilitating scientific breakthroughs in many fields (Gill et al., 2021; Vermaas, 2017).
However, while it is expected to provide benefits in the field of cybersecurity, it is simultaneously
expected to threaten the security of our digital society (Raban & Hauptman, 2018). This may seem
paradoxical, but it is not.

Currently, most online communication is secured by leveraging cryptography that is infeasibly hard to
break. The industry standard cryptographic schemes can theoretically be broken, but this takes thou-
sands of years in practise. After decades of trying, nobody has found a way to do so in a reasonable
time. Therefore, the current standards are reasonably secure, but not provably secure. After all, there is
a chance that somebody comes along who does find a way to break the cryptographic schemes quickly.
It seems that time is soon to come. Whilst it is not capable yet, quantum computing is fully expected
to break the current standard cryptography quickly. The cryptography that we rely on so much to
secure our online communications. This greatly threatens the security of our digital society. On the
other hand, quantum computing is expected to provide ways in which online communications can be
provably secure. Provable security is a big improvement over reasonable security, as it excludes all
possibilities of the security being broken. With provable security, a scenario such as quantum comput-
ing breaking online communication security cannot come to be. This is how quantum computing both
threatens and promises to improve cybersecurity. The rest of this thesis will focus on the threatening
part of the equation.

It is established that quantum computing will threaten cybersecurity by breaking modern crypto-
graphic standards. This is called ‘the quantum threat’. However, why is this an issue? Part of the cryp-
tographic standards is public key infrastructure (PKI). PKI is “a combination of software, hardware,
roles, guidelines and procedures that are required tomanage keys as digital certificates” (Bharosa et al.,
2015, p. 263). Essentially, it is a way to put cryptography as a technology to use and create digital trust.
This is where the transition from pure technology to societal merit happens. Current cryptographic
standards, PKI, and the technological consequences of quantum computing on cryptography are fur-
ther detailed in . For now, we focus on the role of cryptography in society. PKI plays a crucial role in
digital society as we know it. It allows online authentication so that only you can access your social

1



1.1. Unknown societal risks 2

media account1, secure communication of sensitive data such as between medical professionals, and
legally binding electronic signatures or financial transactions. PKI usage is very much interwoven in
many if not most of our online activities, especially those that require trust. One can imagine that this
societal dependency on a vulnerable technology can have potentially disastrous consequences.

1.1. Unknown societal risks
The technological consequences are explained above, but in what ways this will impact society is less
clear. Moreover, rather than societal consequences, this research investigates the societal risks of
quantum-unsafe PKI. The term risk is more suitable, as it implies on the one hand an element that
we would like to protect and on the other hand uncertainty. This applies as digital trust and its ben-
efits are the things of value that we would like to protect and there is great uncertainty surrounding
the development of the threat: a large enough quantum computer to break current public key cryp-
tography standards. The societal risks are not clearly known, which increases the vagueness of the
problem at hand. A vague problem causes issues in solving it. There is a need to know more about the
societal risks, so (1) it becomes clear how pressing the matter of the quantum threat is and (2) where to
focus energy to avoid the worst effects. By (1) creating a shared picture of what the societal risks are in
cooperation with actors involved with PKI, the problem perceptions of these actors start to align. The
alignment of problem perceptions bolsters actor commitment to solving the matter at hand in cooper-
ation (Bruijn & Heuvelhof, 2008). This is particularly necessary in the case of the quantum threat to
PKI, as PKI inherently involves many actors with differing roles in the trust chain. The other benefit
of knowing the societal risks is that (2) it helps preparing for the transition to a solution. Logically, by
knowing what specific instance of PKI causes the worst societal risks, you know where to prioritise in
mitigating the quantum threat. Focusing on a prioritisation strategy is recommended in transitioning
to a quantum safe systems (Joseph et al., 2022). These two points clearly show the societal relevance
of knowing the societal risks of the quantum threat.

1.2. Societal Risk Assessment
The problem is that there is little research on the societal risks of the quantum threat to PKI. This
is shown by the literature review in Section 3.5. Therefore, this research is all the more necessary.
Additionally, there is no developed method available to assess the societal risk. This research aims to
provide a method to assess these risks: a Societal Risk Assessment (SRA). In other words, the objective
of this research is to develop and test a method for assessing the societal risks of quantum computing,
particularly in domains that use PKI systems.

In the previous section, the societal relevance of knowing the societal risks of the quantum threat is
established. Consequentially, providing a sound method to uncover the societal risks is of societal
relevance as well.

1.3. Scope
As this research is a part of project HAPKIDO, it takes on some scoping choices from the project for
practical reasons. The project’s goal is to research how to transition to quantum safe PKI in the Nether-
lands. Therefore, this research will also focus on the Netherlands. Secondly, this research will focus
on PKI as opposed to public key cryptography in general. More specifically, this research limits itself
to PKIs with a hierarchical trust model. PKI is the applied form of public key cryptography, gener-
ating trust necessary for societal applications. Secondly, the hierarchical trust model is a very widely

1Dismissing the possibility that somebody else knows/guesses your login credentials
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adopted paradigm (Amadori et al., 2022). These two arguments justify the scope choice as the societal
risks of the quantum threat will be most significant when considering PKIs with a hierarchical trust
model.

Another scoping choice is to consider only qualified trust services as defined by the European eIDAS
regulation. eIDAS regulation is being adopted throughout the EU standardising trust services. Market
parties expect the need for higher levels of trust, and thus qualified trust services, to keep growing.
As the quantum threat is a threat of the future and qualified trust services are expected to become
the solidified standard, the scoping choice makes sense. Additionally, qualified trust services have the
strictest requirements, providing the most trust, and therefore are likely to have the largest societal
impacts if that trust is broken. These are provided by Qualified Trust Service Providers (QTSPs). This
scope excludes self-signed CAs used for applications within an organisation. It is assumed that these
internal applications are more easily adapted to deal with the quantum threat, as there will be less gov-
ernance struggles because there is no large actor network involved. Therefore, they are less relevant
to finding the most important societal risks. The same holds true for symmetric cryptography as op-
posed to asymmetric cryptography. Symmetric cryptography is less vulnerable to the quantum threat
and applications using it can be relatively easily adapted when compared to asymmetric cryptography.
Thus, the scope of this research is set to asymmetric cryptography.

1.4. Research questions & scientific relevance
With the objective and the scope of the research set, the following research question is defined: What
are the components of a method to assess the potential societal eects of the quantum threat to PKI used by
QTSPs? (RQ1). An additional research question that helps validate the answer to the first research
question and is interesting as an exploratory venture is: What are the potential societal eects of the
quantum threat to PKI Government in the Netherlands? (RQ2).

Whilst the societal relevance of this research is apparent, the answers to these two questions also pro-
vide scientific contributions. As mentioned in Section 1.3, this thesis is part of a larger research project:
HAPKIDO. HAPKIDO aims to investigate how the transition towards quantum-safe PKI can be re-
alised (Spini, 2020). It recognises that this is not just a technical, but also a governance challenge. It
hopes to achieve its goals by involving a consortium of actors with a wide variety of expertise. This in-
cludes actors with ”fundamental knowledge on cryptography; transitional governance; system design,
integration, and implementation; experience with PKI requirements; and knowledge on how the PKI
systems are used by PKI-users” (Spini, 2020, p. 10). HAPKIDO is divided in nine interlinked work
packages. These and their relations are displayed in Figure 1.1. This research is part of work package
1: Societal Impact Assessment. While the later work packages are concerned with questions on what
to do, the main research question of this work package is What are the societal risks of a quantum unsafe
PKI in the quantum era? The answer to this question lays the basis for stakeholder engagement through-
out the project. The two research questions of my thesis clearly build towards an answer to the main
research question of work package 1. The answer to RQ1 helps to set up a method that can be used to
answer the work package 1 question and the answer to RQ2 is a partial answer, as it answers the work
package 1 question for solely PKI Government.

Aside from project HAPKIDO, this SRA is—to the best of my knowledge—the first risk assessment to
bring information security risk of technological infrastructures and the impact to society together. As
presented in the literature review, there have been plenty of information security risk assessments and
there have also been methods to gauge societal impact, but they have not been combined before. This
is ever relevant in a world increasingly reliant on digital means and online transactions, especially in
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Figure 1.1: HAPKIDO work packages (Spini, 2020)

face of the quantum threat.

When relating the scientific contributions of this thesis to theory, both design science research and risk
analysis are relevant. In design science research as defined by Hevner et al. (2004), the conceptual
knowledge base consists of all explicit and tacit knowledge relevant to the designer. This is further
explained in Section 2.1. By answering RQ1 and RQ2, this research adds to this knowledge base and
provides knowledge that can be used in future (design science) research or practically in the application
domain. In terms of risk analysis science as defined byAven (2018), the scientific contribution of RQ1 is
of type B knowledge and that of RQ2 is of type A knowledge. What this means is detailed in Section 3.7.

In the rest of this thesis, first the methodology is laid out in Chapter 2. After that, the literature review
is presented in Chapter 3 and then the SRA inChapter 4. Next in Chapter 5, a case study and evaluation
of the output of the SRA is discussed. Lastly, the conclusions, reflections, and recommendations are
laid out in Chapter 6.



2
Methodology

2.1. Design Science as a research approach
In this research, there is a need to design. RQ1 calls for an approach that can help to create an SRA and
make it so that an effective SRA is the outcome. The Design Science research approach as described by
Hevner et al. (2004) and elaborated upon later by Hevner in 2007 is a good fit. There are three cycles
that should be apparent in good design science research. These are the relevance cycle, the rigour cycle,
and the design cycle. These are depicted in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Cycles in design science research (Hevner, 2007)

The relevance cycle connects the designing activities with the application environment of the research
project, so that relevancy of the research is ensured. Usually, design science research spawns from
problems or opportunities in an application environment. When the need for an artefact arises, it
initiates the design process. An artefact is the artificial ‘thing’ to be designed. In the case of this
research, there is a need for an SRA that emerges from the context of our digital society vulnerable
to the quantum threat. Therefore, the SRA is the artefact. After the initialisation, the relevancy cycle
serves to keep the artefact being designed connected to the contextual reality. This happens throughout
the design process, so that the artefact will be well adjusted to the contextual needs and thus useful.

The rigour cycle draws existing knowledge from the knowledge base to fuel the design process. This
knowledge base consists of expertise, pre-existing artefacts, and theories. Then the lessons learnt and

5



2.2. Literature review 6

artefacts produced during the design process add to the knowledge base. The design science researcher
should explore the state-of-the-art in the application domain, so that the design science research may
provide scientific knowledge contributions rather than routine design. In this research, it is absolutely
necessary to learn from previous risk assessment methods and theory to come to an effective SRA.

The last of the three cycles is the design cycle. This cycle is at the core of the design science research.
It iterates between generating new design alternatives and evaluating them and considering which
way to proceed with the artefact. To support these activities, the design cycle takes input from both
the relevance and the rigour cycles as described above. In turn, it provides input to the other two
cycles as well. The intermediary artefact is used in the relevance cycle for field testing and its results
steer the design cycle. The artefact is based on lessons from the knowledge base and adds lessons
obtained during the design process to the knowledge base in the form of experiences from field testing,
extensions of theories, and new artefacts. An adaptation of Hevner’s design science research cycles
specific to this research can be found in Figure 2.2. The adaptations made are explained in the rest of
this chapter.

Figure 2.2: Design science research cycles in this thesis, adapted from (Hevner, 2007)

2.2. Literature review
In this research, the rigour cycle from Hevner’s model (2007) partially takes form as a literature review.
The literature reviewwas a continuous process looking into several knowledge domains. These include
quantum computing, the quantum threat, current cryptographic standards, social impact assessment,
and risk analysis. The Scopus and Google Scholar databases were used to search for relevant literature.
The snowballing method is applied to find newer and older publications.

The first part of the literature review is part of the relevance cycle. As described in Section 2.1, the
design science research is initiated by the need for an artefact that stems from a problem in the ap-
plication context. In this case, the problem is the lack of insight into the societal risks posed by the
quantum threat. To better understand the application context and thus increase the relevancy of the
SRA, the current cryptographic standards and how they are threatened by quantum computing are
explored. Additionally, an attempt is made to explore literature on the societal effects of the quantum
threat, or rather the lack thereof.

Then, the literature review investigates ways in which the (societal) effects of technology are assessed.
To do so, literature on risk analysis and on societal impact assessment is consulted. From this litera-
ture, lessons are drawn to support the structure and building blocks of the SRA. This is an apparent
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expression of the rigour cycle. The results of the literature review are presented in Chapter 3.

After a first exploration of the potential methods that may serve as inspiration to the SRA, a draft
version of the SRA was made. This very first version served as a stepping stone to later iterations based
on feedback from intended users and field experts. This feedback was gathered in workshops.

2.3. User workshops
The larger part of the relevance cycle is embodied by a set of workshops with the intended user-base of
the SRA. Theseworkshopswere set up to gather input from the participants and align the SRAwith user
needs. In total, five of these workshops were held. Participants were selected based on their activity
in providing, maintaining, or making use of PKI-enabled trust services, their accessibility through the
HAPKIDO project, and the fact that they work in varying sectors (i.e., eGovernment, banking, and
telecom/commercial trust service provision). Table 2.1 provides an overview of the user workshops
that were held. A schematic overview of how the workshops are related is presented in Figure 2.3. The
SRA output evaluation workshop in this figure and its purpose is described in Section 2.5.

Figure 2.3: Schematic overview of workshops

Every user workshop took around 90 minutes and started with a brief introduction of this research
and then some interview questions on the use of PKI within the organisation of the participant(s).
Then, the main part of the workshop consisted of going through the SRA step-by-step, seeing how the
participants react and asking for feedback on how each step can be improved. Lastly, there was room
for a short discussion on what the participants thought of the SRA and its usefulness.

Every workshop serves as an opportunity for evaluation of the design requirements and the artefact in
the process of being designed. After every workshop the SRA is refined and the refined artefact is used
as input for the nextworkshop. To structure the feedback from everyworkshop, the researcher used the
SWOT analysis technique. Using this technique allows for bolstering the strong aspects of the artefact
and improving the weak aspects. The SWOT table for every workshop and the subsequent choices
regarding the SRA can be found in Appendix B. This constant evaluation and iteration of adjustments
after every workshop resembles the design cycle.

2.4. Expert consultation
To further bolster the research, expert consultation was done throughout the research process. In the
design science research framework, expertise and experience are part of the knowledge base (Hevner
et al., 2004). Four experts were selected based on their knowledge on information security risk, famil-
iarity with PKI, and accessibility through theHAPKIDOproject. The four experts were a governmental
technology professor at Delft University of Technology, an information and critical infrastructure se-
curity scientist at TNO, a strategic advisor information security and risk management expert at TNO,
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Table 2.1: Overview of workshops

User Work-
shop

SRA
version

PKI domain Participants Date

1 0.1 Government PKI manager at PA, manager at TSP, PKI re-
searcher

02-11-2021

2 0.2 Banking M2M communication program lead at a large
bank

13-12-2021

3 0.3 Telecom PKI manager at QTSP, compliance officer at
QTSP, technical expert at QTSP

12-01-2022

4 0.4 Government M2M communication program lead at tax au-
thority, risk management expert

26-01-2022

5 0.5 Government PKI manager at PA, cyber security scientist 24-02-2022

Evaluation
workshop

1.0 Government PKI manager at PA, two cyber security scien-
tists, government and technology researcher

13-04-2022

and a cybersecurity scientist at TNO. Expert consultation was done to elicit their tacit knowledge for
use during the design process. This is part of the rigour cycle.

The consultation occurred in two forms: semi-structured interviews and participation in the user work-
shops. In total, six semi-structured interviews were held with experts present in varying composition.
The goal of these interviews was similar to that of the user workshops: to improve and validate the
SRA. Part of the user workshops was attended by some of the experts. The composition of participants
for each workshop can be found in Appendix B.

2.5. Case study: Logius and PKIoverheid
After a few design cycles, the SRA is ready to be field tested. This is done by using an instrumental
case study. Doing so achieves two goals. Firstly, it provides an evaluation of the outcome of the design
process. Evaluation of the artefact is necessary in good design science research and doing a case study is
one of the ways to achieve that (Hevner et al., 2004). This helps to solidify the answer to RQ1. Secondly,
the case study has the goal of providing insight into the societal risks that the quantum threat poses
to PKI. The instrumental case study is not specifically done to investigate the outcome of the specific
case, but to provide insights that may be applicable to other cases as well (Stake, 2003). In this research,
applying the SRA to a typical case that the SRA is intended to be used for is helpful to see how well this
can be done, which is also relevant for other cases. Similarly, applying the SRA to a single assessing
organisation may reveal understanding of societal risks that other organisations run as well. By having
Logius and its role in PKIoverheid as the case, the case study provides an answer to RQ2.

This research investigates the case of Logius and its role in PKIoverheid. The reason for this is that
Logius is easily accessible through the HAPKIDO research consortium and is expected to be used to
think about their societal impact, as they are a governmental agency. PKIoverheid is the PKI of the
Dutch government facilitating secure communication between the public sector, private sector, and
citizens. This means that the quantum threat is likely to cause a broad range of societal risks in the
case of PKIoverheid. Logius, being the policy authority of PKIoverheid, is in charge of safeguarding
the trustworthiness of the entire infrastructure. Therefore, it is a prime candidate for analysis. The
case is further described in Section 5.1.
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Table 2.2: Case study output evaluation statements

Statement Related evaluation criterion

The SRA gives a complete picture of the relevant risks Completeness

The SRA provides the right level of granularity Quality of results obtained

The SRA is simple to understand Simplicity

The SRA is easy to use Ease of use

People need help using this SRA Ease of use

The SRA produces actionable insights Quality of results obtained

I would recommend this SRA to colleagues -

Unfortunately, due to time constraints, the SRA could not be applied in a workshop by the participants
themselves. The SRAwas applied bymyself to the case of Logius as the PolicyAuthority of PKIoverheid.
Then, the filled in SRA was given to four participants in advance to a workshop. The participants
consisted of one manager at Logius, one researcher in the field of government and technology, and two
cybersecurity researchers familiar with risk assessment. In this workshop, contrary to the previous
workshops, the goal was to evaluate the produced output of the SRA, rather than the steps of the SRA
itself. The larger part of the workshop consisted of going through the output for every step of the SRA.
Then, the participants were asked to score on a 7-point Likert scale how much they agreed with a few
statements about the SRA and its output. These statements are based on the evaluation criteria for
methods proposed by Gregor (2006): completeness, simplicity, consistency, ease of use, and quality of
results obtained from use of the designed method. The statements can be found in Table 2.2. Here,
you can see that the consistency criterion is left out. This is because a risk assessment is inherently
subjective and the output is heavily dependent on the assessor(s). It is my opinion that consistency
should not be striven for, as the SRA needs to provide the freedom to the assessors to produce the
output they feel is relevant at the time. Something else of note is the addition of the last statement: “I
would recommend this SRA to colleagues”. This statement does not reflect a specific criterion, but is
a reflection of all criteria and the perceived fitness of the SRA as a whole to the participant.

During the last part of the output evaluation workshop, the participants were asked to collectively
perform a SWOT analysis. The results of the case study and evaluation of the output are presented in
Chapter 5.



3
Literature review

This literature reviews describes relevant literature found and how it relates to this research. First, the
current cryptographic landscape and how it is threatened by quantum computing is described. Then,
the limited research on the societal impact of the quantum threat is highlighted. After, the risk-related
literature on which the SRA is based is analysed. All lessons drawn from the literature that are directly
implemented in the SRA are summarised in Table 3.2.

3.1. Current cryptographic standards
The security of our digital society is largely dependent on cryptography. It is used to encrypt our data,
from highly confidential state secrets to stored grocery lists for privacy reasons. By encrypting it with
a shared secret, or a key, the data is rendered unreadable. Later, using the same key, the process can
be reversed or decrypted, so that the original readable data is recovered. The original and age-old
goal of cryptography is to ensure none other than the intended recipient can read the message. This is
called confidentiality. There is only one currently known cryptographic cipher that is perfectly secure,
meaning that it is theoretically impossible to break it. This is the Vernam cipher. This sounds like the
perfect way to secure information, but there are two drawbacks.

The first drawback is key size. Using the Vernam cipher requires a key that is the same size as the data.
This means that sending a confidential file of 200MB requires sending the file plus a 200MB sized key,
effectively doubling the necessary capacity of electronic communication. This is extremely inefficient
and thus not practical for day-to-day use. To solve this issue, many new ciphers were invented, lever-
aging computational problems. These are mathematical problems that cannot realistically be solved
by conventional computers. Using all computational power in the world, breaking such ciphers would
still take thousands of years. This means that even though the ciphers are not theoretically secure, they
are practically secure.

The second drawback of the Vernam cipher is that it is a form of symmetric cryptography. The result
is that in case of communication, it requires both parties (Alice and Bob) to know the key. This means
that they need a way to securely communicate before being able to securely communicate. This is
called the key distribution problem. One solution to this problem is asymmetric cryptography.

Asymmetric cryptography is a form of cryptography that uses key pairs, consisting of a private and a

10
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public key. Alice can encrypt a message with Bob’s public key, which can now only be decrypted with
Bob’s private key. This is also called public key cryptography. Public key cryptography is a necessity
for secure internet standards such as TLS and PGP. The most popular form of public key cryptography
is RSA, which relies on the hardness of prime factorisation. Other popular public key cryptography
schemes areDiffie-Hellman andElliptic CurveCryptography. These rely on the hardness of the discrete
logarithmproblem. In case of both problems, computation becomes infeasible once the parameters (i.e.,
key size) are large enough.

Aside encryption, public key cryptography can be used for signing. Doing so proves that a certain
message is written by the owner of the private key that belongs to a certain public key. Alice uses
her private key to create a signature based on a message. Bob can then use Alice’s public key and the
signature to verify that it is Alice who signed the message. More information on cryptography and its
workings can be found in the book Cryptography Made Simple by Smart (2016).

Observant readers may have noticed that public key cryptography requires knowledge beforehand as
well. After all, how can you be sure that an insecurely communicated public key is in fact the public
key of the intended recipient? There may not be a need for a shared secret, but there is a need for trust
in the public key. This is where Public Key Infrastructure comes into play.

3.2. Public Key Infrastructure
There is a need for trust in that a certain public key belongs to a certain party. In the current digital
landscape, this trust is provided by Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). PKI is “a combination of software,
hardware, roles, guidelines and procedures that are required to manage keys as digital certificates”
(Bharosa et al., 2015, p. 263). PKI is a system that brings together actors, using institutions and cryp-
tographic technology to achieve digital trust. At the basis of PKI lies assumed trust in a trusted third
party. This trusted third party signs the certificate (i.e., the public key) of Bob. Alice can now verify
that the certificate presented by Bob is signed by the trusted third party. As Alice trusts the trusted
third party, she can trust that the certificate presented by Bob is in fact Bob’s. In this scenario, the
trusted third party fulfils the role of root Certificate Authority (CA). There may be another party that
is trusted by the root CA to sign certificates, which signs Bob’s certificate. In this scenario the other
party is an intermediary CA. The concept presented in this scenario is the chain of trust. It is crucial
that CAs are strict in their policies that dictate which certificates are signed for whom, as otherwise
trust is lost.

There are many parties active as root CA. Their certificates often come pre-installed on consumer de-
vices and in web browsers. The collection of pre-installed certificates on a device or in an application
is called the root store.

There are several functions that need to be fulfilled in a PKI by several roles. These include certificate
usage, certificate revocation, certificate generation, and setting the rules for all of these.

Aside from confidentiality, there are other purposes that are enabled by PKI. These are the integrity
of data, authentication of persons, organisations, and systems, and non-repudiation. Altogether they
serve to enable trustworthy and legally binding electronic transactions. This in turn enables business
and public administration to be conducted online, heavily improving the efficiency of society. This
is evident from the massive adoption of PKI and its interwovenness in society. It is extensively used
in organisational identity management, internet (website & server) security, secure email, virtual pri-
vate networks & intranets, software updates, the Internet of Things, healthcare, finance, and critical
infrastructures (Mulholland et al., 2017).
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3.3. The quantum threat
Now that the current cryptographic landscape is clear, the vulnerability to quantum computing can be
explored. As mentioned, the present-day digital trust relies on public key cryptography, which relies
on the hardness of the prime factorisation and discrete logarithm problems. These two mathematical
problems are hard for conventional computing. However, quantum computing presents a fundamen-
tally different way of computing, which allows Shor’s algorithm to be applied. This algorithm can
efficiently solve both the prime factorisation and discrete logarithm problems. In turn, current public
key cryptography provides no security, as it is easily broken in theory. For now, there is no quantum
computer availablewith enough processing power to attack current public key cryptography standards.
However, technological strides have been made over the past years which make the advent of such a
quantum computer in the future very likely (Skosana & Tame, 2021).

When exactly the efforts of the scientific community will come to fruition is anybody’s guess. There are
manydifferent views among experts of how long such endeavourswill take. However, experts generally
agree that it will happen eventually. In a report on the expected timeline of quantum computing,
Mosca and Piani (2021) found that more than half of the inquired experts (n = 44) thought that such
a quantum computer is unlikely to exist before 2030. On the other hand, a quarter thought that it
was 50% likely or more. The near consensus found in the report is that the threat is likely to occur
before 2040. 36/44 respondents indicated they ought the threat likely, very likely, or extremely likely
to occur before 2050. The Dutch General Intelligence and Security Service (AIVD) follows this vision
and advises parties that have an information security need to act accordingly (Algemene Inlichtingen-
en Veiligheidsdienst, 2021).

All in all, there is a small but realistic chance that by 2030, and otherwise by 2040 or 2050, the foun-
dation of digital trust will be no more. As illustrated before, our society and economy depend on
reliable digital financial transactions and confidential communications, which cease to exist without
trust. Simply put, disaster would strike (de Wolf, 2017).

3.4. Post-Quantum Cryptography & Project HAPKIDO
The vulnerability of conventional digital infrastructure to the quantum threat is a worldwide prob-
lem. In the United States, NIST is developing standards expected to be final by 2024 for new public
key cryptography schemes resistant to quantum computing. To transition to quantum safe PKI in
the Netherlands, the research project HAPKIDO is running. Solutions like Post-Quantum Cryptogra-
phy, Quantum Key Distribution, and Hybrid Cryptography offer promising prospects (Amadori et al.,
2022).

Yet, before we can look to future solutions, the current issue must be clear. The consequences of the
quantum threat could be extreme, but it is unknown how these consequences could play out in more
detail. As mentioned in Section 1.4, this research is part of project HAPKIDO, investigating the conse-
quences of quantum unsafe PKI in the scenario where a large quantum computer is in existence. Some
work has been published on this topic, although it is not very extensive.

3.5. The societal impact of quantum computing
The three articles of de Wolf (2017), Raban and Hauptman (2018), and Vermaas (2017) are concerned
with the effects of quantum computing in general. In 2017, Vermaas wrote an article about the so-
cietal impact of quantum computing. In this article, they describe a the potential positive effects of
quantum computing through advancements in science. These advancements are expected to happen
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because of the increased simulation power quantum computing is expected to hold. They also describe
the fact that Shor’s algorithm is expected to break current cryptographic standards which are used to
secure financial transactions and governmental and company secrets. Furthermore, they describe the
changes in cryptographic implementation that are expected to happen to counter the quantum threat.
However, this article serves more as a call to societal debate and suggestions on how to do so, rather
than an explicit review of the consequences felt by society if the quantum threat to cryptography is
not mitigated. In the same issue, de Wolf (2017) elaborates on why the impacts mentioned by Vermaas
will happen. However, they also refrain from describing on a detailed level what the societal effects
of failing cryptography are. Raban and Hauptman (2018) mention the expected effects of quantum
computing on cybersecurity as part of a larger literature review looking into the future of cybersecu-
rity. Again, there is not more detail other than that it is likely to benefit the offensive capabilities in
cyberattacks. They do however mention the defensive capabilities of quantum computing in that it
offers ways to make communication perfectly secure.

Then there are the studies of Joseph et al. (2022), Mavroeidis et al. (2018), Mulholland et al. (2017),
and Yunakovsky et al. (2021) that focus on the quantum threat to cryptography. Of these, Joseph et al.
(2022) and Mavroeidis et al. (2018) remain rather general in their mentions of the impact on society
that the breaking of asymmetric cryptography by quantum computing has. Additionally, most of their
analysis of consequences is rather technical and has little to do with the societal aspects of the tech-
nological implementations. Mulholland et al. (2017) and Yunakovsky et al. (2021) are more specific
in their discussions of the impacts of the quantum threat. However, both lack the connection to the
consequences on a societal level. All of these studies consistently place focus on the technological im-
pacts of the quantum threat. While the technological aspect is important, as it is where societal impact
stems from, it should not be forgotten that the real value of technology lies in its implementations in
society. This is something that the SRA aims to shed light on.

Lindsay (2020) places the quantum technologies in an international intelligence context and bringing,
bringing a new perspective to societal impact. Here, on the one hand is the end of privacy, because
of quantum computing breaking cryptography, and on the other the end of intelligence, because of
quantum computing securing communications perfectly. Their point however is that history tells us
that realitywill lie somewhere in between. Alarmistsmaywarn for one or the other end of the spectrum,
but the practical and human socio-technical reality in which technology lives renders their arguments
void. There are simply too many factors that reduce the effectiveness of cyber offence and defence,
also in the face of quantum computing. Even in case of a powerful quantum computer being realised
before quantum safe solutions are in place, human organisation and strategic interaction will prevent
major shifts in geopolitical balance.

Although no earth-shattering geopolitical weight changes are expected, there is still value in finding
the societal risks on a lower (i.e., national, organisational, and individual) level. Not adopting quan-
tum safe technologies will leave societies vulnerable. Lindsay says that the importance of PKI in our
societies should not be understated. It is a pillar in online banking, software updates, electronic med-
ical records, virtual private networks & intranets, remote maintenance on industrial machinery, and
the monitoring and control of industrial operations, military & governmental access to secure facili-
ties and top-secret information. These applications are confirmed in the other studies in this section.
This once more confirms the necessity of this research. Nevertheless, Lindsay’s work points out that
we should not be fearing the end of the world with the dawn of quantum computing and this notion
should be kept in mind when performing the SRA.

Though not specifically investigating the societal risks of the quantum threat, there are two methods
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designed to deal with the quantum threat to cryptography. Mosca’s XYZ is a simple model to assess the
timeline of the quantum threat and provide guidance in when action should be taken (Mosca & Mul-
holland, 2017). It works by subtracting the shelf life of certain data and the time it takes to implement
a quantum safe version of a system from the time it takes until the threat is (estimated to be) actualised.
These numbers are of course not meant to be known accurately, but the model does provide a way to
think about the threat and the time there is to act. This model only says something about vulnerability,
rather than impact.

Another more extensive method is the Cryptography Agility Risk Assessment Framework (CARAF).
While it is made not to be specific to the quantum threat, it was designed with the quantum threat as
the main example. It includes a component in which the assessor estimates the impact of an expected
future threat. However, this is only done on an organisational level and does not reflect the potential
influence of the organisation on society. This is where the SRA can fill the gap in the knowledge base.
Something of note is that the quantum computing case study in the paper presenting CARAF uses
Mosca’s XYZ.

3.6. Social / Societal Impact Assessment
When investigating the ways in which societal effects of technology are assessed, the field of Social
ImpactAssessment (SIA) presented itself. SIA is concernedwith identifying andmanaging social issues
arising from planned interventions (Esteves et al., 2012). Quantum computing as a new technology
bound to cause disruptions in people’s lives seems a good fit for the field. However, in the case of
the quantum threat as the object of analysis, there are two issues. Both issues stem from the origins
of SIA being project appraisal. The first issue is that SIA is designed to assess the social impacts of a
project, meaning the impacts on humans and their interactions, rather than the broader socio-technical
impacts. The broader perspective is necessary in face of the quantum threat, because PKI is a prime
example of a system in which technology, institutions, and actors coincide.

The second issue is that SIA is founded on the assumption that the analysed development is planned
and controllable (Esteves et al., 2012). More specifically, SIA is centred around the implementation of
an artefact. This is a problem for the case of the quantum threat, which is not so much an artefact, but
rather an imposed threat to security enabled by technological development. Here, the technological
development cannot be logically controlled or constrained, as it is sought after all over the world.

In 2015, Wadhwa et al. proposed a SIA-based methodology adapted for security research and security
measure implementation. They propose use of the term Societal Impact Assessment, indicating the
inclusion of impact on social as well as natural and artefactual systems. This approach solves the first
issue discussed above, but the methodology presented by Wadhwa et al. is nonetheless prone to the
second issue.

The usage of the term ‘societal’ and its meaning is a useful takeaway from the SIA field. Moreover,
knowing why SIA is not a good fit for analysing the quantum threat brings us closer to what is. A
change in perspective that accommodates the fact that the dawn of the quantum threat is imposed
rather than a choice is necessary. This is where the concept of risk comes in.

3.7. Risk analysis
While there are many different interpretations of risk in literature (Aven, 2018; Joosten & Smulders,
2014), they share the same two components: values at stake and uncertainties (Aven, 2018). In case
of the quantum threat, the many benefits of digital trust and our reliance on it as a society fit in the
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first component. As for the second component, the big unknown is when quantum computing will be
advanced enough to break current cryptographic standards. This illustrates that when discussing the
potential societal effects of the quantum threat to PKI, risk (to society) is a fitting concept. Inspired
by Aven (2018) and Wadhwa et al. (2015), this research defines societal risk as the values at stake in
human, natural, and artefactual systems; their interactions and the accompanying uncertainty. For the
sake of ease, values at stake will be termed impact in the rest of this research.

The separation of risk into the two components of impact and uncertainty is apparent in the SRA. Step
3 establishes the expected impact while step 4 deals with the uncertainty. Both components are part
of the eventual risks in step 5.

Before continuing to describe how to find the societal risks, some background on risk as a scientific
subject is provided. In 2018, Aven wrote an influential article calling for recognition of Risk Analysis
as a distinct science. For Aven, risk analysis encompasses “risk assessment, risk characterisation, risk
communication, risk management, and policy relating to risk, in the context of risks that are a concern
for individuals, public- and private-sector organisations, and society at a local, regional, national, or
global level”. Risk analysis is often considered supplemental to other fields. But by comparing risk
analysis to statistics, Aven makes the case that risk analysis is in fact a field of its own. Risk analy-
sis and statistics both have limited explanatory power but help greatly in dealing with uncertainties.
Knowledge generation in both fields is often highly related to other fields in practical application. For
example, statistics are used to inform public policy in curbing a pandemic and risk analysis aids the
safe design of a chemical plant. To further conceptualise this, Aven distinguishes between two types
of knowledge generation in risk analysis:

• Type A, knowledge related to an activity in the real world, such as the examples given above.

• Type B, knowledge on concepts, theories, frameworks, approaches, principles, methods, and
models to understand, assess, characterise, communicate, and (in a broad sense) manage risk.

This ties in with the design science research cycles by Hevner (2007). Type A knowledge generation
can be linked to the relevance cycle, whereas type B knowledge generation can be linked to the rigour
cycle. The design cycle, residing in the middle (see Figure 2.1), helps to generate both type A and type
B knowledge. In this research, the answer to RQ1 is knowledge of type B and the answer to RQ2 is of
type A.

One approach to generate type A knowledge recognised by Aven et al. (2018) is predictive analysis.
This approach suits the purpose of this research well, as quantum computing and its threat to PKI are
future and no similar risks have materialised yet to draw from. When adopting the predictive analysis
approach, the following questions are central:

• What will happen if a specific activity is realised?

• What might go wrong?

• Why and how might it go wrong?

• What are the consequences?

• How bad is it?

• What will happen if we (do not) intervene?

• How soon, with what consequences?

• What do we know; what do we not know?

• What are the uncertainties and likelihoods?
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The results of a method aiming to uncover the societal risks of the quantum threat should answer these
questions.

3.8. Information security risk assessment
To assess the societal risk, a Societal Risk Assessment method (SRA) is necessary. There are many risk
assessment (RA) methods available for information security risk. Shamala et al. (2013) describe the
shared needs for information in their Information Security Risk Assessment framework. The quantum
threat is very much related to information security, as the encryption broken by quantum computing
serves it as its main purpose. Another comparative study of information security RA methods was
done in 2018 by Wangen et al. They identified three main activities in information security RA: risk
identification, risk estimation, and risk evaluation.

The first typically consists of threat, outcome, asset, and vulnerability identification. After these have
been identified, the values that go with them are estimated in the risk estimation phase. Lastly, in the
risk evaluation phase, the risks are compared and prioritised to finalise the risk assessment process.
This provides a basic structure that is proven in practise. Additional to credibility, adopting this ba-
sic structure in the SRA promotes two of the design requirements. First, the established information
security RA methods were made to be used widely. Basing the SRA on their structure helps the SRA
be usable. Second, by adopting a structure that is industry standard, the SRA becomes recognisable.
This helps the assessor to understand the use of the SRA more quickly, making the SRA more trans-
ferable. The basic structure is adopted as follows: The first phase, risk identification, as recognised by
Wangen et al. (2018), is represented by steps 1 and 2 in the SRA. The second phase, risk estimation, is
represented by steps 3 and 4. Lastly, the third phase, risk evaluation, is represented by step 5.

Usually in information security RA, threat identification is based on previously identified critical assets
(Shamala et al., 2013). CARAF teaches us that when assessing risk related to specific cryptographic
vulnerabilities, such as in case of the quantum threat, it is sensible to swap the order. It makes more
sense to identify the assets based on the specific cryptographic vulnerability and threat that exploits
this vulnerability (Ma et al., 2021). That is why in the SRA, the threats and vulnerabilities are first
identified in step 1 and after that, the relevant assets are identified in step 2.

Another lesson from CARAF is that in case of the quantum threat, estimating a probability to capture
the uncertainty aspect of risk is not logical. They say that “lack of information about incidents is
particularly challenging in the context of crypto agility as the goal is to model the risk of an event
that has not yet materialised. For example, let’s consider the threat of quantum computing to current
cryptosystems. It is not meaningful to consider the frequency of exposure to quantum computing”
(Ma et al., 2021, p. 5). Another way to deal with the limited knowledge available on the uncertainty of
the quantum threat, is to use Mosca’s XZY. This is a simple numerical model which helps to indicate
how urgent the risk is. A slightly adapted version is used in step 4 of the SRA.

Wangen et al. (2018) point out that typically, information security RA tends to prioritise technical over
organisational aspects. Only one of the eleven compared methods identifies business processes as as-
sets to the organisation. In case of assessing the societal risks of the quantum threat, this is clearly a
weakness. It is necessary to widen the scope to be socio-technical, rather than solely technical. There-
fore, the SRA incorporates business processes as assets in step 2.

After the comparisons of Shamala et al. (2013) and Wangen et al. (2018), we can conclude that tra-
ditional information security RA builds from the bottom up. The risk identification phase is charac-
terised by reasoning from parts (e.g., assets, threats, vulnerabilities, outcomes) to complete scenarios.
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This allows for a fine-grained approach that considers many separate but related components. Adopt-
ing this structure appeases the highly granular requirement. Starting at this broken down level, the
assessor works towards the consequences on a higher, more general level. However, this higher level
is limited to the scope of the organisation in traditional information security RA. When aiming to find
societal risks, the scope of the organisation needs to be surpassed.

A tried-and-true method that operates on the national level of analysis and assesses risks to national
security, i.e., society, is the Integrated Risk Analysis National Security (GRNV) (Analistennetwerk Na-
tionale Veiligheid, 2019). This method has no risk identification phase (or risk evaluation phase). It
assumes threat scenarios and initiates the risk estimation phase, in which impacts and likelihood are
estimated.

The SRA adds value by combining both approaches above. Leveraging lessons from information secu-
rity RA practise, risk identification and risk estimation are performed. One information security RA
method, Security Risk Assessment Methodology (SecRAM), is particularly useful for its easy-to-use
organisational impact estimation (Le Fevre et al., 2017). The organisational impact estimation from
SecRAM is used in step 3.2.1 of the SRA. The SRA borrows the organisational impact areas, the organ-
isational impact score matrix, and the confidentiality-integrity-availability structure from SecRAM.
Then, to surpass the organisational scope and provide a societal perspective, the GRNV is used in step
3.2.3 of the SRA.

The confidentiality-integrity-availability structure from SecRAM is also applied throughout the rest of
the SRA. It uses the three well-established information security properties to categorise different types
of information security breaches and the accompanying risks. The properties are defined as follows
according to ISO/IEC 27000:2018 (International Organization for Standardization [ISO], 2018):

Confidentiality: property that information is not made available or disclosed to unauthorised
individuals, entities, or processes

Integrity: property of accuracy and completeness

Availability: property of being accessible and usable on demand by an authorised entity

By imagining that one of the properties cannot be guaranteed for a certain asset, threat scenarios are
imagined. For example, what does it mean when medical dossiers can be seen by unintended third
parties (i.e., a breach of confidentiality)? Or when digital financial transactions can be edited by skilled
hackers (i.e., a breach of integrity)? Or when pressing charges digitally is not possible anymore (i.e.,
a breach of availability)? Adopting this structure in the SRA helps the assessor to think in a more
granular way, as prescribed by the highly granular requirement.
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Table 3.2: Lessons from literature for the SRA

Method/framework Lesson Author(s)

Social Impact Analysis
Core subjects of risk anal-
ysis
Risk analysis

Risk rather than impact is the right concept for dis-
cussing the expected potential effects of the quan-
tum threat. Risk assessment rather than social im-
pact analysis is field that is suited to the goals of
this research.

Esteves et al., 2012

Aven, 2018

Aven et al., 2018

Risk analysis Risk is composed of impact and uncertainty. These
are separately estimated in steps 3 and 4 and com-
bined in step 5 of the SRA.

Aven, 2018

Societal Impact Analysis
for security research

When studying societal effects, one should include
natural and artefactual systems aside from social
systems. This is taken up in my definition of soci-
etal risk.

Wadhwa et al., 2015

Information security RA
comparisons

Reasoning bottom-up from threats, vulnerabilities,
and assets to higher level threat scenarios gives
room for a granular approach. The SRA employs
this idea throughout its general structure.

Shamala et al., 2013
Wangen et al., 2018

Information security RA
completeness framework

Three phases of risk identification, risk estimation,
and risk evaluation should be (and are) present in
the SRA, making it more usable and transferable.

Wangen et al., 2018

Information security RA
completeness framework

Business processes as assets are a useful way to
broaden the RA scope to be less technical. This is
applied in step 2 of the SRA.

Wangen et al., 2018

CARAF Asset identification should happen based on the
identified threats, rather than the otherway around.
This is present in the order of steps 1 and 2 in the
SRA.

Ma et al., 2021

CARAF In case of the quantum threat, it makes sense to
break with conventional information security RA
methods and estimate the uncertainty by using
Mosca’s XYZ. This is applied in step 4 of the SRA.

Ma et al., 2021

SecRAM The organisational impact estimation of SecRAM is
very straightforward. It is used in step 3.2.1 of the
SRA.

Le Fevre et al., 2017

SecRAM The confidentiality-integrity-availability structure
is useful to facilitate granular thinking. It is ap-
plied in steps 3, 4, and 5 of the SRA.

Le Fevre et al., 2017

Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – Continued from previous page

Method/framework Lesson Author(s)

GRNV The GRNV provides a way to include a societal im-
pact perspective. It is used in step 3.2.3 of the SRA.

Analistennetwerk
Nationale Vei-
ligheid, 2019



4
The Societal Risk Assessment method

In this chapter the Societal Risk Assessment method (SRA) resulting from this research is presented.
Many of the elements are taken fromexisting risk assessmentmethodology, risk analysis and SIA theory.
First, the general purpose of the SRA is laid out. Then, the requirements and their justification. Then,
an outline of the method and its components is presented. After that, each individual step is discussed
in-depth. Lastly, the application context is explained.

4.1. General purpose
The goal of thismethod is to capture themost important risks to society that arise from the development
of quantum computing in relation to PKI related to an organisation. The goal statement reflects the
need to capture risks to society. Therefore, the method is engineered to have the assessing organisation
adopt multiple viewpoints and a broad perspective on risk. This desire for a broad perspective has led
to the choice to design for use by parties with differing roles in the PKI chain. This means that a policy
authority, CA, intermediary CA, end-user, or any other party reliant on PKI usage can make use of the
method.

In line with the goal, this method is intended to be used when a party involved with PKI wishes to
assess their societal risks considering quantum computing. It helps the assessing organisation achieve
a clear understanding of their societal risks, prioritise risks to be treated first, and prepare for transition
to quantum safe PKI.

Previous risk assessment methods fall short when it comes to providing a holistic view of the risks
of quantum computing to PKI. SecRAM provides a solid general approach to cybersecurity related
risk covering many types of impact. Therefore, it provides a solid base for the SRA. However, it is
insufficient in two areas. Firstly, it limits its view to consequences to the assessing organisation. This
means it is not adequate for assessing the broad notion of societal risk. To broaden the scope and get
closer to societal as opposed to organisational risk, the GRNV is introduced. This is a method to assess
risks to Dutch national security. The GRNV is designed by the Analyst Network National Security,
consisting of prominent knowledge institutes on national security. By making use of the perspective
the GRNV provides, the SRA is better able to assess societal risk.

Moreover, SecRAM departs from what an organisation would like to protect (assets) and then derives

20
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vulnerabilities to these assets from existing technologies. This is useful when assessing general cyber
risk, but not when there is a need to analyse specific future vulnerabilities. Quantum computing both
creates very specific vulnerabilities to specific assets and is a future technology. Therefore, in this
case, a different approach is required. This approach is taken by CARAF. It is specifically designed to
deal with newly developing technological threats to encryption that create very specific vulnerabilities.
Borrowing ideas from CARAF suits the SRA to the quantum threat.

4.2. Requirements
This section describes the requirements that the SRA method is designed for. These requirements are
the product of multiple sources of information coming together. The first influence is the goals of
HAPKIDO in general and HAPKIDO’s work package 1 and by extension the general purpose of the
SRA described above. Also, the literature review in Chapter 3 influenced the requirements. Lastly,
iterative discussion with both intended users and risk management experts in the user workshops and
semi-structured interviews has led to the requirements below.

R1 Usable – Experts across domains should be able to use this method

The SRA should not be limited to a single domain. This is important as PKI and the related societal risks
stretch acrossmany domains. Within projectHAPKIDO, three domains are represented: eGovernment,
banking, and telecom/trust service provision. So, there is a clear link between HAPKIDO’s goals and
this requirement. Outside of project HAPKIDO, there are many more domains that are affected by the
quantum threat in which the SRA could be of use. Therefore, the SRA needs to be designed in a way
that accommodates the plurality of domains. This requirement can also be linked to the consistency
property from Gregor (2006), because the method needs to be consistent across domains.

R2 Transferable – Domain risk experts should be able to understand and apply this method

This requirement is formed to ensure the applicability of the SRA. The idea, based on the purpose of
the method, is to allow for application of the method by field experts and user organisations. This
means that the application of the method is not limited to guidance by researchers that are well versed
in use of the SRA. However, the requirement is termed transferable, not self-explanatory. Additionally,
note the phrasing “domain risk experts…”. Both these facts allude to the notion that some guidance
and required expertise is acceptable. The reason for this is that the subject matter remains complex
to deal with. It is not realistic to expect unguided laymen to effectively use the method. However,
efforts should be made to make the SRA as easily transferable as possible. Gregor’s (2006) properties
simplicity and ease of use are associated with this requirement.

R3 Relevant – Method must include organisational, national, and individual perspectives

An important requirement for the SRA is that its components should be relevant to the goal. The goal is
derived from HAPKIDO’s work package 1. It should not be like any other information security RA that
is scoped to the risks to the assessing organisation. In order for the societal risk assessment to assess
societal risks, more than one perspective should be adopted. To get a holistic picture, this research
chooses to incorporate three levels of analysis in the SRA: organisational, individual, and national.
The quality of results property by Gregor (2006) is connected to this requirement.

R4 Highly granular – Method must facilitate granular description of assets and associated risks

Traditional information RA methods teaches that granular description of assets and elements of risk is
very useful. On the one hand, it helps in reasoning forwardwhich risks are run. This is beneficial to the
completeness property by Gregor (2006). On the other hand, it helps in reasoning backwards where
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certain risks find their source and what effective measures may target. This is beneficial to the quality
of results property by Gregor (2006). The highly technical nature of PKI as the source of societal risk
is well suited to a highly granular description, as it can be easily divided in components. Of course,
there is a trade-off to be made. It makes no sense to keep increasing granularity, as this comes at the
cost of the time that it takes to apply the SRA, without adding much benefit. The SRA should facilitate
the option for a high granularity, without enforcing it. This way, the assessor can decide the suitable
level of granularity that is logical.

4.3. SRA components
To provide a clear overview of the SRA components, IDEF0 modelling is used. This is a suitable tool
to model methodologies (Presley & Liles, 1998). The SRA broken down into six steps can be found in
Figure 4.1. The activity and purpose of every step can be found in Table 4.1. Each of these steps is
thoroughly elaborated upon in the next segment.
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Table 4.1: Overview of SRA steps

Step Activity Purpose

0: Determine scope To determine the technological, organi-
sational, and societal influence scope.

To ensure a focussed and highly
relevant assessment of risks and
avoid wandering.

1: Identify threats To identify what threats are in scope
and what vulnerabilities are exploited
by these threats.

To get an idea of what there is to be
defended against, so that we may
find what to defend.

2: Identify assets To list the relevant business processes,
related PKI applications, and their de-
pendent services.

To have an overview of what is to
be defended, so that we may find
what is at stake.

3: Estimate impact To estimate the potential impacts of the
threats on the assets from an organisa-
tional and a societal perspective.

To give an idea of what is at stake
when threats materialise.

4: Estimate likelihood To review available expert judgement of
the estimated time for the threat capac-
ity to exist.

To provide an understanding of
how likely certain impact are to oc-
cur within a given time.

5: Synthesise To combine the risk components from
the previous steps and rank threat sce-
narios according to their need to be mit-
igated.

To generate an overview of the soci-
etal risks that the quantum threat
brings from the point of view of a
single organisation.

As can be seen in Figure 4.2, the output of step 0 is three different scopes to be used in the rest of the
SRA: technological, organisational, and societal influence. The technological scope is used to delineate
steps 1 and 2, and the organisational and societal influence scopes are used to delineate steps 2 and
3. In step 1, the technological scope is used to inform which threats and vulnerabilities are relevant
in the SRA. The threats and vulnerabilities are taken from expert quantum computing knowledge. In
step 2, the technological scope is used again to inform which business processes, applications, and
services are relevant. These are the three different types of assets used in the SRA. The organisational
scope is applied to find the relevant business processes and depending on the assessing organisation
also the relevant applications. The applications may also fall within the societal influence scope, as do
the services provided. Then, in step 3, the three types of assets are used to find how their compromise
could impact the assessing organisation and society. Both the organisational and societal influence
scopes are used in this regard. Both the assets and the impacts are assessed by processing a business
impact analysis, other previously completed risk assessments, and expert PKI knowledge. Step 4 takes
each threat and estimates the corresponding time to act. This estimation is based on expert knowledge
of quantum computing and PKI. Now that the organisational and societal impacts and the estimated
time per threat is known, they can be combined in step 5 to create an overview of the risks.

4.3.1. Step 0: Determine scope
From NRM we learn that scoping is important in risk management. A scope is seen as “an area which
requires a specific type of attention.” Good scoping ensures that people can focus their attention on
that whichmatters and avoids discussions that stray from the point (Joosten & Smulders, 2014). Hence,
at the start of the SRA, the scope is determined.

An important limitation to the scope of the SRA is technological. In this research, it is only sensible
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to limit the scope to quantum computing and its threat to the asymmetric cryptographic basis of PKI.
This means that only those things related to quantum computing and PKI should be considered in the
SRA. The technological scope could be further specified, depending on the assessing organisation. For
example, symmetric cryptography or a distinction between data at-rest, in-transit, or in-use could be
considered. Hence, in this step, the assessor is asked to specify the technological scope.

Moreover, it is important that there is a clear distinction between the scope of the organisation and
the scope of the influence the organisation has on society. The distinction is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
The world of PKI is socio-technical and complex, involving many actors in varying roles that depend
on one another to enable services to society. Limiting the scope of analysis to a sole organisation (a)
does not do right by this complexity and interdependence. The societal impact cannot be investigated
if the assessing organisation does not look further than its own boundaries. On the other hand, broad-
ening the scope to encompass society in its entirety (c) takes away from the specificity to the assessing
organisation and thus the usefulness of the SRA to the organisation. As one can imagine, an analysis
of how to reduce energy consumption in the Netherlands in general does not provide many action-
able focus points to isolating one’s house. Therefore, during the SRA, the assessor should walk the
line between the scope of the organisation and its influence on society (b). The steps of the SRA are
designed to accommodate this. In step 0, the assessor is asked to define an organisational scope and a
societal influence scope. As an example, the organisational scope could be limited to a specific branch
of the organisation that facilitates or makes use of PKI. The societal influence scope could be geograph-
ically limited to the Netherlands. Both scopes are used in the following steps of the SRA. Any scoping
decisions can be filled in a table like Table 4.2.

While the scopes considered may seem to be relatively set in stone, there is room for the assessor to
further specify wherever deemed necessary. This helps to make the SRA more relevant and thus useful
to the assessing organisation. Additionally, this step serves as an exercise to create a better shared
understanding among themembers of the assessing team ofwhat exactly is to be assessed. This benefits
the focus of the assessment and thus the quality of the output.

Figure 4.2: Scoping organisational societal influence

4.3.2. Step 1: Identify threats
In step 1, the following question is central: What to defend against? This goes against common practice.
It is common practice to first identify what is of value and then see what could potentially endanger
that. This order of working is common as found by the literature review (Section 3.8). It makes perfect
sense when attempting to find what risks in general an organisation is exposed to. However, as CARAF
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Table 4.2: Step 0 template

Method/framework Scope

Technological
The technological scope is limited to

• risks that emerge from quantum computing
• risks related to PKI
• · · ·

Organisational · · ·

Societal influence · · ·

Explanation:

points out, when investigating a specific future technology that poses a threat, it makes more sense
to depart from those threats (Ma et al., 2021). The reason is that you may otherwise include many
elements in your analysis that are not vulnerable to the specific threat you want to investigate. That is
why in the SRA, assessing the threats and vulnerabilities comes first.

The most obvious threat is quantum computing being used to break the security of data real-time,
enabling an attacker to spy upon, modify, and interrupt data in-transit, in-use, and at-rest. This threat
can be realised once a large enough quantum computer is available. Another threat is that of a store
now, decrypt later attack. Such an attack is performed by capturing encrypted data and decrypting it
once a powerful enough quantum computer is available. This attack is only relevant to data that needs
to remain confidential for longer than the time it takes until a powerful enough quantum computer is
available. For example, encrypted medical records that need to remain confidential for 20 years are
captured and can be decrypted in 15 years. Such an attack is less powerful than the type described
first, but the risk of a store now, decrypt later attack is more immediate. The two threats described are
considered the main general threats, but there may be more relevant threats to specific organisations.

The threats are related to vulnerabilities. Vulnerabilities are weaknesses of systems in place that can be
exploited tomaterialise threats. In case of the quantum threat, the reliance of cryptographic security on
the factorisation or discrete log problem is a vulnerability. In practice, this means that any reliance on
RSA,Diffie-Helmann, or Elliptic CurveCryptography is a vulnerability. Another vulnerability could be
the use of non-doubled symmetric key lengths (because of Grover’s algorithm), but only if symmetric
cryptography is within the technological scope of the SRA.

During this step, the assessor establishes which threats and vulnerabilities are present and links each
threat to a vulnerability. The results can be filled in a table like Table 4.3. The identified vulnerabilities
can act as a segue to step 2.

4.3.3. Step 2: Identify assets
Now that we know what is to be defended against from step 1, the next question is What to defend?.
Finding the answer to this question is necessary to reveal what is at stake. It will be essential in deter-
mining the potential impacts of the threats. According to SecRAM, assets are “elements in the system
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Table 4.3: Step 1 template

Threat Vulnerability

Quantumcomputing breaking asymmetric cryp-
tography real-time

The use of any cryptographic solution
dependent on the discrete log or factorisation
problems (e.g., RSA, ECC, DH), which can be
broken by quantum computing (i.e., virtually all
asymmetric cryptography in place)

‘Store now, decrypt later’ tactic capturing sensi-
tive data in-transit protected by PKI

· · · · · ·

Explanation: · · ·

that have value for the achievement of business objectives or element [sic] that support the existence
of the business objectives” (Le Fevre et al., 2017, p. 6).

The only assets that are relevant are the ones vulnerable to the threats in scope. Hence, the identified
vulnerabilities from step 1 are used to inform the asset identification in step 2.

The SRA defines three different types of assets: business processes, applications, and services. The
first, business processes, are “a set of logically related tasks performed to achieve a defined business
outcome” (Davenport & Short, 1990, p. 12). These lie within the organisational scope defined in step
0. Keep in mind that any business process, or other asset, included in the SRA should be within the
technological scope. This means that every business process should at least have some dependency on
or relation to PKI.

After the relevant business processes, the applications are identified. Applications are applications
of PKI technology that are reliant on one of the business processes. Applications can be within the
organisational scope or only in the societal influence scope. This depends on whether running the full
application is a responsibility of the organisation, or the organisation is only responsible for facilitating
a part of the application. For example, a CA issuing certificates that are supposed to be used by busi-
nesses to automatically authenticate their tax statements is not responsible for the functioning of the
application verifying the messages. However, they are responsible for the validity of the certificates
used by this application. In this case, the application would be outside of the organisational scope of
the CA, but in their societal influence scope.

Lastly, the services dependent on the applications need to be determined. A service is “the execution of
information processes provided by an organisation” (N. Bharosa, personal communication, November
1, 2021). Applications in and of themselves are not of value to society. The services they facilitate
create societal value and thus the services are a key factor in determining the societal impact if the
threats materialise.

All the business processes, applications, and services can be organised in a table such as Table 4.4.
Finding any of the assets can be assisted by making use of a pre-existing Business Impact Analysis.
Pre-existing risk assessments might be of use as well.

4.3.4. Step 3: Estimate impacts
It is important to note the difference in the impacts of a breach and the impacts of amitigatingmeasure.
In this step, the assessor should stick to the impacts of a breach. Following the definition of risk of
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Table 4.4: Step 2 template

Business process
Organisational

Application
Org. / Soc. influence

Service
Societal influence

· · ·

· · ·· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

Explanation: · · ·

Aven (2018) explained in the literature review (Section 3.7), impact is an integral part. Therefore, the
relevant potential impacts and their gravity need to be estimated. This is done by estimating the impact
of compromised assets found in step 2. In information security, there are three properties that can be
compromised: confidentiality, integrity, and availability (CIA). The definitions below are taken from
ISO/IEC 27000:2018 (International Organization for Standardization [ISO], 2018).

Confidentiality: property that information is not made available or disclosed to unauthorised
individuals, entities, or processes

Integrity: property of accuracy and completeness

Availability: property of being accessible and usable on demand by an authorised entity

All impacts are systematically estimated by examining relevant assets combined with a compromised
information security property. Additionally, three different perspectives with differing impact areas
are considered. These are the organisational perspective, related to the organisational scope, and the
end-user and national perspectives, related to the societal influence scope. All three perspectives are
separately adopted, starting with the organisational perspective.

Step 3.1: Estimate organisational impacts
When assessing the impact from an organisational perspective, it is important to keep the organisa-
tional scope in mind. This means that the business processes defined in step 2 are the assets to be
considered, as they fall within the organisational scope. In assessing the organisational impact, Se-
cRAM provides guidance. As in SecRAM, every asset is judged on a compromised information security
property. SecRAM prescribes seven different impact areas to be considered when assessing the impact.
These are personnel, capacity, performance, economic, branding, regulatory, and environment. Every
combination of business process, CIA property, and impact area is given an impact score from A to E.
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These scores can be filled in Table 4.6. To determine which score should be given, a score card such
as Table 4.7 can be used. The score card presented here is an example, it can be adapted as deemed
necessary. After every combination is scored, the highest score of each row should be copied to the
‘Total’ column. This reduces the organisational impact to a single score per CIA property per business
process.

Table 4.6: Step 3.1 template

Business process C
IA
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· · ·
C · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

I · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

A · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

· · ·
C · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

I · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

A · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

Explanation: · · ·
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Step 3.2: Estimate societal impacts
After the organisational impacts are estimated, the assessor moves on to the societal impacts. For this
part, the societal influence scope is leading instead of the organisational scope (Figure 4.2). Estimating
the organisational impact is done for every business process. Every business process is associated with
at least one, but likely multiple services. To estimate the potential societal impacts, the services are
the assets to judge. The societal impact of each business process is decided by the societal impact of
its related services.

Step 3.2.1: Estimate end-user impacts Estimating the societal impacts per business process is done
in two steps. First, the end-user perspective is adopted. The assessor estimates what effects the end-
user of a service of an application would feel in case of a compromise. This produces a few sentences
of written text for every application/CIA property combination, as can be filled in Table 4.8. Taking
this step is necessary to force the assessor to think about the impact that a compromise within the
scope of their organisation may have on individuals outside of that scope. It is easier to think of how
an individual may be impacted than to come up with ideas how the whole of society may be impacted.
This intermediary step serves as a bridge to help think of impacts for the whole of society.

Table 4.8: Step 3.2.1 template

Business process · · ·

Application CIA Consequences for end-users

· · ·
C · · ·

I · · ·

A · · ·

· · ·
C · · ·

I · · ·

A · · ·

Explanation: · · ·

Step 3.2.2: Estimate national impacts The next step in estimating the societal impact is taking on
a national perspective and giving corresponding impact scores. To do so, the GRNV is consulted. It
is specifically designed to assess disrupting effects to society on a national level from a security point
of view. This method is used to inform the national security strategy of the Dutch government (TNO,
n.d.).

Similar to the way the organisational impact is scored, the societal impact is scored. The impact areas
in Table 4.10 taken from SecRAM are replaced by impact areas from GRNV. Some impact areas from
GRNV are deemed more relevant than others. Although not all impact areas will be applicable, all
should be considered so that no kind of impact will go unnoticed. The full list of impact areas with
the more relevant ones in bold can be found in Table 4.9.

To determine the scores for each impact area, the GRNV is applied. For every impact area, the GRNV
describes how to determine the (societal) impact score. The threat scenario that is considered is that a
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Table 4.9: Societal impact areas (Analistennetwerk Nationale Veiligheid, 2019)

National security
concern

Impact area

1. Territorial
security

1.1 Violation of the integrity of (Dutch) soil

1.2 Violation of the integrity of the international position of the Netherlands

1.3 Violation of the integrity of cyberspace

1.4 Violation of the integrity of allied soil

2. Physical security

2.1 Deaths

2.2 Seriously injured and chronically sick

2.3 Lack of basic needs

3. Economic security
3.1 Costs

3.2 Degradation of the vitality of the Dutch economy

4. Ecological security 4.1 Long-lasting damage to nature and the environment

5. Social and
political stability

5.1 Disruption of day-to-day life

5.2 Degradation of the democratic rule of law

5.3 Societal unrest

6. International rule
of law

6.1 Degradation of the norms of state sovereignty, peaceful co-existence, and
peaceful conflict resolution

6.2 Degradation of the working, legitimacy or compliance with international
treaties and norms concerning human rights

6.3 Degradation of a rule-based international financial-economic order

6.4 Degradation of the effectiveness and legitimacy ofmultilateral institutions

certain type of compromise (CIA) occurs affecting all services of all applications dependent on a cer-
tain business process. This is repeated for every business process. The scores are taken up in Table 4.10.
To estimate the impacts, deep knowledge about the business processes is necessary. Additionally, or-
ganisations can make use of business impact analyses and previously done risk assessments.

4.3.5. Step 4: Estimate likelihood
As defined earlier, societal risk has two parts. The previous steps have dealt with the value at stake.
This step deals with the uncertainty. The quantum threat is a future threat of which there has not been
a materialised instance. Because of this, traditional approaches designed to deal with present threats
are not applicable. Therefore, this SRA takes onMosca’s XYZmodel, which determines howmuch time
there is left to act (Mosca & Mulholland, 2017). As this time to act is based on assumptions, it serves
as an approximation and a way to use available knowledge to deal with uncertainty. The variables of
Mosca’s model are defined as follows:
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Table 4.10: Step 3.2.2 template

1.
2

1.
3

3.
1

3.
2

5.
1

5.
2

··
·

Business process C
IA
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· · ·
C · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

I · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

A · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

· · ·
C · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

I · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

A · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

Explanation: · · ·

X = longest shelf life of data within the scope of the business process [years]

Y = time it will take to replace all vulnerable cryptography used within the scope
of the business process to quantum safe cryptography [years]

Z = estimated time until a powerful enough quantum computer is available [years]
(may vary depending on risk appetite)

The estimated variables and the theoretical time to act (t) are to be filled in Table 4.11. The formula
for t is based on the threat. Do note that t is an approximation, not an exact prediction.

4.3.6. Step 5: Synthesise
In this step, all work of previous steps is combined. This results in a priority list of business processes
to secure first. The high scoring business processes can be traced back in previous steps, to see where
the high scores originate from. This gives insight in the internal dependencies of the SRA.

The results from all previous steps are combined in a single table like Table 4.12. The organisational
and national impact are taken from Steps 3.1 and 3.2.2 respectively. The theoretical time to act (t) is
taken from Step 4. Lastly, using the conversion matrix (Table 4.13), the risks can be ranked. Taking
the highest of the two impact scores and the theoretical time to act, the matrix ranks the risk for each
threat to each business process. Table 4.14 presents the aggregated results. It should be noted that the
conversion matrix can be adjusted according to the risk appetite of the assessing organisation.
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Table 4.11: Step 4 template

Business process X Y Z Threat Formula for
t

t

Real-time access (CIA) t = Z – Y · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · ·

Store now, decrypt later (C) t = Z – X – Y · · ·

Real-time access (CIA) t = Z – Y · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · ·

Store now, decrypt later (C) t = Z – X – Y · · ·

Real-time access (CIA) t = Z – Y · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · ·

Store now, decrypt later (C) t = Z – X – Y · · ·

Real-time access (CIA) t = Z – Y · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · ·

Store now, decrypt later (C) t = Z – X – Y · · ·

Explanation: · · ·

Table 4.12: Step 5 overview template

Business process Threat Organisational
impact

National
impact

t

· · ·
Real-time access
(CIA)

· · · · · · · · ·

Store now, decrypt
later (C)

· · · · · · · · ·

· · ·
Real-time access
(CIA)

· · · · · · · · ·

Store now, decrypt
later (C)

· · · · · · · · ·

· · ·
Real-time access
(CIA)

· · · · · · · · ·

Store now, decrypt
later (C)

· · · · · · · · ·

· · ·
Real-time access
(CIA)

· · · · · · · · ·

Store now, decrypt
later (C)

· · · · · · · · ·

Explanation: · · ·
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Table 4.13: Step 5 conversion matrix example

Impact

score

t

> 5 4− 0 −1−−5 < −5

A Acceptable Acceptable Moderate Moderate

B Acceptable Acceptable Moderate Severe

C Acceptable Moderate Severe Severe

D Moderate Severe Severe Critical

E Severe Severe Critical Critical

Table 4.14: Step 5 synthesis results template

Business process Threat Risk category

· · ·
Real-time access (CIA) · · ·

Store now, decrypt later (C) · · ·

· · ·
Real-time access (CIA) · · ·

Store now, decrypt later (C) · · ·

· · ·
Real-time access (CIA) · · ·

Store now, decrypt later (C) · · ·

· · ·
Real-time access (CIA) · · ·

Store now, decrypt later (C) · · ·

Explanation: · · ·

4.3.7. SRA output
An important part of the SRA is how the output is handled afterwards. The SRA is not complete
without a report detailing the particularities encountered during the assessment and what they mean
for the results and any potential next steps in mitigation. This report should be like a management
summary for the SRA complete with conclusions and recommendations.

4.4. Application context
The SRA is a method, a tool that needs to be applied. Without proper application, it cannot be effective.
Imagine a hammer gripped by the head instead of the handle, thrust instead of swung, or held by a
person not strong enough. All of these ways of handling the tool render its use not as effective as it can
be. This is why the application context matters. Just like the hammer, the SRA benefits from proper
application. This starts with who is intended to use to SRA.
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4.4.1. Who should apply the SRA?
As mentioned in Section 4.1, the SRA is intended to be used by a wide variety of actors. But, the
SRA is not meant to be used by just any- and everybody. The organisation from whose viewpoint the
SRA is applied is called the assessing organisation. The assessing organisation should in some way
be reliant on PKI. This may be through activities in trust service provision in varying roles such as
policy authority, registration authority, root CA, or intermediary CA. It could also be through the use
of leaf certificates to gain access to trust services or being reliant on the use of leaf certificates by other
parties. As the building blocks of the SRA are inspired by general information security RAs, the SRA
is not domain specific. That means that the assessing organisation can come from any domain, so long
as the organisation is reliant on PKI somehow. The assessing organisation should also be interested in
knowing the risks they run in a societal context and/or doing business in a socially responsible manner.
These parties can use the knowledge gained from the SRA to take action or changing their policies on
becoming quantum safe.

With this user group in mind, the SRA was designed. This resulted in the choice to limit the scope to
the viewpoint of the assessing organisation and their influence on society, rather than the composite
influence on society of multiple organisations. This choice was made because of three reasons. First,
it provides an incentive for organisation to perform the SRA. It allows organisations to get insights
relevant to them. They get to see their risks and their influence on society. Second, the assessment
will be less complicated as no multiple viewpoints clash and clutter the analysis. Third, it is easier to
organise a session within an organisation than with people from multiple organisations.

However, there is a drawback to this scoping choice. There is less detailed oversight on the actual
societal risks. The chained nature of hierarchical trust present in PKI creates dependencies outside of
the view of the assessing organisation. For example, Logius as the policy authority of PKIoverheid is
not fully aware of all exact use cases in practice of all certificates under their umbrella infrastructure.
This information resides with parties lower in the trust chain that manage applications dependent on
PKIoverheid certificates (A. de Ruiter, personal communication, February 24, 2022).

To overcome this drawback, publicly motivated research projects (e.g., HAPKIDO) or other collabora-
tions can combine insights of SRAs done by multiple organisations. This way, knowledge from the
entire trust chain, top to bottom, and in multiple sectors can be leveraged and the societal risks can be
accurately and widely assessed. It is the task of such projects and collaborations to decide how much
detail needs to be known in order to paint an adequate picture of the societal risk. Apart from which
organisation is to perform the SRA, it also matters who inside the organisation is present during the
actual performance of the SRA. As this is a more practical question, it is discussed in the next section.

4.4.2. How to apply the SRA?
As an organisation, there are a multitude of ways in which tools such as the SRA can be applied. In
the case of the SRA, we first take a look at what kind of people should be involved during the SRA.
This group of people is called the assessor. Ideally, there is a mix of expertise present. Risk assessment
in general thrives on diversity of expertise (M. Klaver, personal communication, December 21, 2021).
In case of the SRA, it is advised to have at least one expert present on the following knowledge areas:
risk management, (senior) management, technology (i.e., PKI), potentially affected business processes,
and compliance. Additionally, while in-depth knowledge of quantum computing is not necessary, it
is strongly recommended to have some shared knowledge on how quantum computing affects PKI.
In-house experts are necessary, as (tacit) knowledge of the assessing organisation is necessary. Yet, not
all experts need to be in-house. External experts can be a great addition. It should be noted that the
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composition of the assessor is based on expert consultation and is not rigorously researched.

Another aspect of the way in which the SRA is applied, is the depth of analysis. Because of the high
granularity requirement, the SRA facilitates a deep analysis. However, per case it is applied to, the
required depth of analysis may vary. It is the task of the assessor to attain the right depth of analysis
for the case. This is done in multiple steps of the SRA. Steps 0, 1, particularly 2, but also 3 are where
the depth is decided. In step 0, the scoping can be described in a very broad and general way, or it can
be made very specific. The same goes for the threats and vulnerabilities in step 1. In step 2, the assets
can be categorised in a fine-grained way, or in brush strokes. For example, a business process can be
described as broad as “safeguarding digital trust in our PKI” or as narrow as “assisting our customers
of service X with certificate renewal”. Similarly, an application could be Digipoort as a whole, or a
specific part of Digipoort. As for the dependent services, one could be described as tax reporting in
general or reporting a specific kind of tax by a specific kind of party. Taking a deep and granular
approach may benefit the output of the SRA, but it takes longer to do the assessment. Of course, at a
certain point, it may take much more time to be more specific, while it is marginally beneficial to the
output. Hence, the trade-off between granularity/depth and time to complete the assessment.

So, the time it takes to perform the SRA is dependent on the depth of analysis. Ideally, the SRA should
be completed in a single session, so that the assessment remains focused. Comparable RAs take a single
session of between four to six hours to be completed (M. Klaver, personal communication, December
21, 2021). Based on the speed of the user workshops and the evaluation session, this seems realistic.
However, this has not been properly tested. The time necessary is also dependent on the efficiency of
the session. This is reliant on proper guidance of the assessor.

Proper guidance of the assessor is important for the efficiency of the session and the quality of the
SRA output. For example, improper guidance can lead to vague scoping. Here, participants will keep
adding information to the discussion which may not be as relevant to the assessment as they think. It
could lead to participants talking about differing concepts without realising that they are. This mud-
dies the analysis and takes up time and mental space. This problem is common in risk management
practice (A. Smulders, personal communication, January 26, 2022). Good guidance can curb such and
other behaviours distracting from a focused assessment. There are several ways in which guidance
can be offered. One of which is the provision of a manual. The SRA template in Appendix A is a good
starting point, but for a goodmanual there needs to be more introductory and conclusive text. Another
option is a tutorial video or workshop to be followed beforehand. This is a good way to more actively
show the purpose and workings of the SRA. To add to this, an exemplary case can provide a means
to make the abstractions of the SRA concrete. These three options can be provided in conjunction
to maximise their effect. Lastly, a session leader should be appointed to guide the assessment. This
leader should be well-aware of the guidance materials and preferable have pre-existing knowledge of
risk management. The guidance options are directly related to the transferable requirement.

A more practical concern is tooling. For this research, the use of Word documents and online collabo-
rative word processing documents was sufficient. However, this was at times awkward because of the
need for flexible table editing and tables being cut off due to page sizes. A better workflowwould be en-
abled if a tool specific for the purpose of applying the SRA was made. This could be a webtool which
runs client-side to avoid issues with sensitive data, as it would be easily accessible to users. On the
other hand, because very sensitive information about business vulnerabilities is being handled, users
may prefer to stay away from a browser communicating with the open internet altogether. In this case,
a portable open source program would be the better choice.
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4.4.3. Concluding remarks
The following statements summarise the application context and ideas that the SRA is based on:

• The SRA can be applied by any party that is reliant on PKI and wants to know the risks they run
in a societal context because of their PKI reliance.

• The SRA is designed to be domain unspecific and is expected to work similarly across domains.

• It is advised to perform the assessment with a team of experts with expertise in risk manage-
ment, (senior) management, technology (i.e., PKI), potentially affected business processes, and
compliance.

• It is advised that the assessment is guided by an assessment leader that is acquainted with the
SRA method.

• The assessment is expected to take four to six hours.

• A report should be drawn up from the results of the assessment to maximise actionable insights.

4.5. Evaluation
After every user workshop, feedback was structured in SWOT analyses by listening back to the record-
ings of the workshops. These SWOT analyses are documented in Appendix B. In the output evaluation
workshop, the participants were asked to collaboratively fill in a SWOT analysis themselves. The re-
sults of all SWOT analyses have been combined in Table 4.15. In the following section, the SRA is
evaluated per requirement.

4.5.1. Evaluation per requirement
Each strength, weakness, opportunity, and threat is related to one or more requirements. These are
discussed below per requirement, starting with the usable requirement.

R1 Usable – Experts across domains should be able to use this method

To be clear, this requirement is about howwell users across domains are able to apply themethod, given
that they have no problems understanding how the method is supposed to be applied. The following
weaknesses and threats identified by the participants of the user workshops indicate that the SRA is
not an assessment that can be quickly banged out. It is clear that a lot of knowledge and thought is
required. This emphasises the need for a wide variety of experts during the assessment. Although
the SRA may be perceived as lengthy, I consider this a necessary evil. It is simply quite a complex
topic, which means it requires some time to figure out. There is an opportunity that may be leveraged
to improve the usability of the SRA, by providing access to clear and already processed information
ready to be used in the SRA. Documents that are often in existence by good business practice can offer
valuable input. These documents are business impact analyses and previously done risk assessments
as part of business continuity planning.

W Requires a lot of knowledge on business processes

W Risk assessment is a tough process for business owners

W Information with the required level of detail can be hard to find

T The likelihood is very hard to properly assess

T Can be perceived as lengthy (and complex)

O Documents such as a Business Impact Analyses and previously done can be valuable input
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Table 4.15: Combined SWOT analysis of the SRA

Strengths
• This method addresses the recognised

need for insight into societal risks be-
cause of the quantum threat to PKI

• The method feels familiar to those with
some experience in risk assessment

• The multiple perspectives on impact as-
sessment

• The step-by-step nature enables ’peel-
ing off’ the different layers and provides
granularity and insight in dependencies

Weaknesses
• Does not distinguish between threat ac-

tors
• Does not include mitigation risks
• Requires a lot of knowledge on business

processes
• Information with the required level of

detail can be hard to find
• Risk assessment is a tough process for

business owners
• Difficult to pull mitigation strategies

from

Opportunities
• Documents such as a Business Impact

Analyses and previously done risk as-
sessments can be valuable input

• Present the SRA as a self-assessment and
combine the results with recommenda-
tions/action pathways

Threats
• The likelihood is very hard to properly

assess
• Organisational impact: capacity & per-

formance may be differently interpreted
by different assessing parties, depend-
ing on their industry

• Parties are not likely to share sensitive
information about their perceived vul-
nerabilities such as a Business Impact
Analysis and previously done risk assess-
ments

• Can be perceived as lengthy and com-
plex

• Lack of clarity about the need for exten-
sive insights
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The following threat and opportunity are linked. The problem that parties are not willing to share
sensitive information may be alleviated by having the SRA be a self-assessment in which the sensitive
information can be kept to the assessing organisation. By combining the results of the SRA with rec-
ommendations/action pathways, the assessing organisation can effectively use the results without ever
needing external help. This is something to be further researched by combining work package 1 with
other work packages from project HAPKIDO.

T Parties are not likely to share sensitive information about their perceived vulnerabilities such
as a Business Impact Analysis and previously done risk assessments

O Present the SRA as a self-assessment and combine the results with recommendations/action
pathways

In conclusion, the combined SWOT points towards some problems with usability in the sense that it
may be hard for some users and requires effort. This may be helped somewhat in future versions of the
SRA. On the other hand, it will always require effort to do the SRA, as the topic itself remains complex.
In terms of usability across domains, no weaknesses or threats were identified. This seems to be a good
thing.

R2 Transferable – Domain risk experts should be able to understand and apply this method

This requirement is about how well users understand how to apply the SRA. As it turns out, the use of
existing information security RA structures and building blocks has paid off. Because of the familiarity,
the method is more easily understood. However, it can still seem complex and lacking clarity about
why the granularity is necessary. These threats can be taken on by applying the advice on guidance
presented in Section 4.4.2.

S The method feels familiar to those with some experience in risk assessment

T Can be perceived as (lengthy and) complex

T Lack of clarity about the need for extensive insights

One identified weakness was about the potential for some concepts to be understood differently by
differing assessing organisations. This may also be taken on by applying the guidance advice from
Section 4.4.2. But, it should be noted that this may not be an issue per se. In the end, risk assessment
is subjective. The meaning of the scores and filled in answers is what the assessor assigns to them. The
results of the SRA are still valid, as they are relevant to the assessing organisation according to the
assessor.

W Organisational impact: capacity & performance may be differently interpreted by different
assessing parties, depending on their industry

Summarising, the transferability seems to be not perfect, but not too bad either. With some additional
work on guidance, the transferability can be improved.

R3 Relevant – Method must include organisational, national, and individual perspectives

Both strengths identified below can be linked to the relevancy of the SRA. Many of the participants
indicated their interest in the SRA and that the goals of the method are relevant. Moreover, the multi-
perspective approach is seen as a plus.

S This method addresses the recognised need for insight into societal risks because of the quan-
tum threat to PKI

S The multiple perspectives on impact assessment
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However, the limited scope of the SRA focusing on the risks of quantum unsafe PKI in the quantum era
was less well-received. Some participants would rather have a method that includes the risks involved
with mitigation of the quantum threat. This is outside of the scope of work package 1 of project HAP-
KIDO, for which this SRA was developed. This should be taken as a sign that participants are in fact
interested in seeing the risks that come with handling the quantum threat as well and thus it should
be seen as a stimulus for the rest of project HAPKIDO.

W Does not include mitigation risks

W Difficult to pull mitigation strategies from

In short, the SRA is relevant. Where it falls short is because of the explicit scoping choice to fit in project
HAPKIDO’s work package 1. This should be taken up in the other work packages of HAPKIDO.

R4 Highly granular – Method must facilitate granular description of assets and associated
risks

The strength identified signals that the SRA is deemed to be granular and at the right level of detail to
be useful. One slight comment on that is that there is no distinction between threat actors. This allows
for less granularity of the threat scenarios. Yet, this was a deliberate choice, as most participants did
not view the distinction to add much value to the assessment, but it does complicate the assessment.

S The step-by-step nature enables ’peeling off’ the different layers and provides granularity and
insight in dependencies

W Does not distinguish between threat actors

One weakness that might take away from the granularity of the assessment is that highly granular
information can be hard to find. Unfortunately, this is something that cannot be dealt with from the
SRA development side. The information resides with the users and after all, the output of any method
can only be as good as its input.

W Information with the required level of detail can be hard to find

To conclude, the SRA is a granular method. This benefits the results. Not always can the SRA be
implemented as granular as the method allows, as highly detailed information may be hard or even
impossible to find.

4.5.2. Concluding remarks
Overall, the combined SWOT reflects two main beliefs about the SRA among experts. Firstly, the SRA
serves a relevant purpose, is of value, and achieves its goal. The second belief is that the SRA is some-
what complex, requires deep knowledge of business processes which might be hard to find, and asks
for experience with risk assessment. To help ease the problems that come with the second belief, guid-
ance should be offered and business impact analyses and previously completed risk assessments can
be used as input. However, these input documents may be hard to gain access to as well, as they are
often confidential.



5
Case study: Logius, Policy Authority of

PKIoverheid

In this chapter, the SRA is applied to the case of Logius as the Policy Authority of PKIoverheid. This is
done with two goals in mind. The first goal is to evaluate the SRA as the outcome of the design process.
Evaluation of the artefact is necessary in good design science research and doing a case study is one of
the ways to achieve that (Hevner et al., 2004). The second goal is to gain insight into the societal risks
that the quantum threat poses to PKI. By doing an instrumental case study, I am not solely interested
in the specifics of the eGovernment case, but also in insights that may be applicable to other domains
as well (Stake, 2003).

5.1. Case description
PKIoverheid (PKIo) is a transparent trust framework that provides security for communication be-
tween government and government, government and business, business and business, and government
and citizen (Logius, 2022). It is managed by Logius, on behalf of the Ministry of Interior and Kingdom
Relations. It was set up to accommodate the need for digital trust, which came with the shift towards
electronic transactions.

PKIoverheid is built in such a way that the the central level and the operating level are separated. The
operating level is where the TSPs interact with the end-users directly. The central level is split into
domains based on roles. For the publicly trusted root, these domains are Organisation Person, Organ-
isation Services, Citizen, and Autonomous Devices. There is also a private root that issues certificates
that are not publicly trusted. The private root has the domains Private Services and Private Persons.
Each domain has its own CA certificate, signed by the corresponding root CA. This division of domains
provides transparency about the role fulfilled in the digital transaction by the certificate user. Addi-
tionally, by splitting the certificates based on roles, different security criteria can be used in supplying
the certificates.

Each domain CA certificate is used to sign domain specific issuing CA certificates that are managed by
TSPs. The TSPs use their issuing CA certificates to issue certificates to end-users. Table 5.1 describes
all PKIoverheid TSPs, the domains in which they are active, and whether they are commercially active.
The non-commercial TSPs provide certificates for specific applications. Most commercial TSPs offer a
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Table 5.1: Overview of PKIoverheid TSPs

TSP Domain(s) Commercial

Cleverbase Citizen Yes

Digidentity Organisation Person, Organisation Ser-
vices, Citizen, Private Services

Yes

Healthcare Insurance Provider Identification
and Authentication Register (ZOVAR)

Private Services No

KPN Organisation Person, Organisation Ser-
vices, Private Services

Yes

Ministry of Defence Organisation Person No

Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Manage-
ment

Organisation Person, Organisation Ser-
vices, Autonomous Devices

No

QuoVadis Organisation Person, Organisation Ser-
vices, Citizen, Private Person, Private
Services

Yes

Unique Healthcare Provider Identification
Register (UZI-register)

Organisation Person, Organisation Ser-
vices, Private Services

No

wide selection of certificates for many use-cases. Hence, the large amount of domains in which they
are active. Cleverbase is the exception, as it issues certificates for a specific application: identification
and signing by citizens through Vidua.

Logius is the Policy Authority of PKIoverheid. As the Policy Authority, Logius has the following tasks
listed in their Programme of Requirements (2022, p. 5):

1. contributing towards the development and the maintenance of the framework of standards that
underlies the government’s PKI, the Programme of Requirements (PoR);

2. supervising and preparing for the process of admittance of Trust Service Providers (TSPs) to the
government’s PKI;

3. regulating and monitoring the activities of TSPs that issue certificates under the root of the gov-
ernment’s PKI

Essentially, Logius is tasked with regulating the use of PKIoverheid through the Programme of Re-
quirements; regulating and executing the admittance of new TSPs; and checking compliance of partic-
ipating TSPs with the Programme of Requirements. This means that while TSPs execute the issuing of
leaf certificates and take liability for this, Logius is responsible for the functioning and trustworthiness
of PKIoverheid as a whole. The controls Logius employs to fulfil this responsibility are described in
Logius’ certificate practice statement. Logius’ controls are in some ways more strict than the highest
level of security defined in eIDAS (A. de Ruiter, personal communication, February 24, 2022).

Because of the split in the central part and the operating part of PKIoverheid, Logius does not have
complete oversight of leaf certificates and their use. Logius simply is not responsible for managing
this, the TSPs are. This means that Logius’ view on societal impact is obscured. Therefore, it is all the
more interesting to apply the SRA to this case and see how well it serves to assess the societal risks.

Another limitation in this case study is that Logius’ Business Impact Analysis (BIA) is classified and
can thus not be used in this research. (Internal) Access to this BIA and other previously completed risk
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Table 5.2: Overview of risks in case study

Business process Threat Risk category

Trustworthiness assurance of the Organisation
Person Domain

Real-time access (CIA) Severe

Store now, decrypt later (C) Critical

Trustworthiness assurance of the Organisation
Services Domain

Real-time access (CIA) Severe

Store now, decrypt later (C) Critical

Trustworthiness assurance of the Citizen Domain
Real-time access (CIA) Moderate

Store now, decrypt later (C) Critical

Trustworthiness assurance of the Autonomous
Devices Domain

Real-time access (CIA) Moderate

Store now, decrypt later (C) Severe

Trustworthiness assurance of the public root CA
Real-time access (CIA) Severe

Store now, decrypt later (C) Critical

Trustworthiness assurance of the Private Services
Domain

Real-time access (CIA) Severe

Store now, decrypt later (C) Severe

assessments could further improve the accuracy of the results.

5.2. Case results
The final overview of risks as the output of the applied SRA is presented in Table 5.2. This is only a very
concentrated end product of the assessment. For the full picture and how these risks were derived, see
the fully applied SRA documented in Appendix C. The results of this full application are summarised
below.

First of all, it should be noted that the validation of the results was done rather quickly and by a
small group of experts. More time should be invested in thoroughly validating the results, before the
conclusions can be considered final.

Logius has divided its PKIoverheid architecture in several root CAs and domain CAs. The assurance
of the trustworthiness of each of these domains and the root CAs are the main assets in the assessment.
Overall, it becomes clear that the societal risks of the quantum threat fromLogius’ perspective are fairly
high. The risks are the worst from an organisational point of view, especially considering store now,
decrypt later attacks. These attacks may lead to loss of confidentiality for very sensitive data and there
is little time to act. When looking at Table 5.2, the conclusion is that Logius should move quickly to
secure the applications that use themost sensitive data first as a defence against store now, decrypt later
attacks. These are in the Organisation Person, Organisation Services, and Citizen domains. Naturally,
the public root CA above these domains needs to be secured as well.

The risks for Logius are so high because of the wide impact that breaches in trustworthiness assur-
ance of PKIoverheid has. PKIoverheid is used in many applications throughout Dutch society and is
the main support of communication with the Dutch government by citizens and organisations. The
assessment shows how widespread in society this dependency is.

The shelf life of highly sensitive information such as medical history, political preference, and religion
is assumed to be twenty years. One could argue that this information should stay confidential as long
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Table 5.3: SRA output evaluation statements
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1. The SRA gives a complete picture of the relevant risks 2 2

2. The SRA provides the right level of granularity 1 3

3. The SRA is simple to understand 1 1 2

4. The SRA is easy to use 2 2

5. People need help using this SRA 4

6. The SRA produces actionable insights 3 1

7. I would recommend this SRA to colleagues 1 2 1

as the data subject is alive or even after. Without this assumption of personal data shelf life, Logius is
already too late to prevent loss of confidentiality of sensitive data.

The criteria used to determine societal impact on day-to-day life in the GRNV point to no significant
impact. However, when examining the individual end-user impacts, it is abundantly clear that citizens
will feel the effects of PKIoverheid failing in their day-to-day life.

There are amyriad ofways inwhich societymay be impacted if Logius is not able to secure PKIoverheid.
Examples include interference with information exchange for medical professionals; leaking of com-
pany secrets of many companies operating in the Netherlands; potential loss of any application that
uses DigiD facilitating communication between the Dutch government and citizens; large scale fraud
because accountants, bailiffs, and notaries cannot securely sign documents; and leaking of military
intelligence, as secure communications are very hard to set up.

5.3. Evaluation of output
In the evaluation workshop, the four participants were asked to evaluate the SRA and its output given
a few statements. The statements are based on the evaluation criteria for methods by Gregor (2006)
and adapted to better suit the SRA context. This is explained in Section 2.5. It should be noted that this
enquiry was done with only four respondents. The evaluation of the SRA is indicative, not conclusive.
The results can be found in Table 5.3.

When comparing these results with the origin of the statements from Gregor’s evaluation criteria for
methods in Table 2.2, we see the following results. The results seem to indicate that the quality of
results from the SRA is quite alright (statements 2 and 6). The same holds true for the completeness
of the method (statement 1). The SRA performs less well for the criteria ease of use and simplicity
(statements 3, 4, and 5).

These statements and the general comments during the evaluation workshop can be related to the
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design requirements. This is done below, starting with the usable requirement.

R1 Usable – Experts across domains should be able to use this method

When looking at statement 4, the evaluation scores indicate that the SRA is usable, but its usability is
not great. This is in agreement with the comments during the output evaluation workshop. It seems
that there is a need for hard to gain information and gathering the experts with this knowledge is not
an easy task. This should be kept in mind when preparing to use the SRA.

R2 Transferable – Domain risk experts should be able to understand and apply this method

A clear finding in the evaluation workshop is that there is a need for guidance during the SRA. The
responses to statements 3 and 5 are also indicative of this need. This means that the SRA as-is, without
such guidance, is not as transferable as it should be.

R3 Relevant – Method must include organisational, national, and individual perspectives

The participants were generally positive about the relevance and value of the SRA. This is reflected in
the responses to statement 1, 6, and 7.

R4 Highly granular – Method must facilitate granular description of assets and associated risks

The responses to statements 1 and 2 suggest that the granularity of the SRA is sufficient.

5.4. Evaluation conclusions
These outcomes are in line with the outcomes of the combined SWOT evaluation in Section 4.5 of the
user workshops. The two main beliefs found there are also represented in the evaluation workshop
outcomes. These are that firstly, the value of the SRA as an assessment and its output is recognised.
The second belief is that it can be difficult to apply the SRA, as it requires time and varying exper-
tise. Help during the application of the SRA is absolutely necessary, to guide the expertise of non-risk
management experts.



6
Conclusion

6.1. Conclusions
This thesis set out to develop and test a method for assessing the societal risks of quantum computing,
particularly in domains that use PKI systems. Using design science research, it was able to produce the
SRA. Outcomes of the SRA provide users with answers as to why to invest in mitigating the quantum
threat and where to begin. This SRA is, to the best of my knowledge, the first of its kind, combining
risk assessment in information security with the consequences to society. This is important in a world
ever increasingly dependent on digital communication.

The following statements summarise the application context of the SRA:

• The SRA can be applied by any party that is reliant on PKI and wants to know the risks they run
in a societal context because of their PKI reliance.

• The SRA is designed to be domain unspecific and is expected to work similarly across domains.

• It is advised to perform the assessment with a team of experts with expertise in risk manage-
ment, (senior) management, technology (i.e., PKI), potentially affected business processes, and
compliance.

• It is advised that the assessment is guided by an assessment leader that is acquainted with the
SRA method.

• The assessment is expected to take four to six hours.

• A report should be drawn up from the results of the assessment to maximise actionable insights.

It should be noted that although the SRA is expected to work similarly across domains, this has not
been field tested. Further points on this are made in the reflections and recommendations. This also
applies to the expected duration of the assessment and the best way to guide the assessment.

The results from the user workshops indicate a need for a method to properly assess the risks that the
quantum threat brings. The SRA fulfils that need. Therefore, it answers the first research question:
What are the components of a method to assess the potential societal effects of the quantum threat to
PKI used by QTSPs? The eventual design holds up to the requirements of relevance and high granular-
ity, but less so for the usable and transferable requirements. This is because applying the SRA properly
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turned out to be a complex process that requires expertise in several areas: PKI, quantum computing,
risk management, business processes, and compliance. Ways to improve these are discussed later in
6.3.

On the other hand, the diverse set of expertise areas is exactly what creates themost valuable insights in
risk assessment. One-sided views do not help the assessing organisation in obtaining the value it could.
Also, proper guidance during the assessment is crucial. It leads to a focused assessment which directly
translates to better results. Another key aspect that drives the value of insights is the explanations
accompanying the scores of the SRA. Without explanation, the scores mean very little and the SRA
does not provide the answers it aims to.

After validating the case study of PKIgovernment and its Policy Authority, workshop participants in-
dicated that assistance in applying the method is useful and necessary.

The second research question was: What are the potential societal effects of the quantum threat to
PKIoverheid in the Netherlands? This was answered by performing a case study by applying the SRA
from the perspective of Logius, the PA, with PKIoverheid as the object of analysis.

There are amyriad ofways inwhich societymay be impacted if Logius is not able to secure PKIoverheid.
Examples include interference with information exchange for medical professionals; leaking of com-
pany secrets of many companies operating in the Netherlands; potential loss of any application that
uses DigiD facilitating communication between the Dutch government and citizens; large scale fraud
because accountants, bailiffs, and notaries cannot securely sign documents; and leaking of military
intelligence, as secure communications are very hard to set up.

Information security risks within an organisational context can impact society. This thesis has pro-
vided more insight into how these risks can be structurally assessed, by providing a method to do so.
Additionally, the research serves as a stepping stone to assess the societal risks of the quantum threat
to PKI. Something which is lacking in the literature. The designed SRA, findings in the user and eval-
uation workshops, and conclusions of this thesis contribute to the scientific progress of work package
1 of project HAPKIDO.

6.2. Reflections
A very important part of research is validity. By no means is this thesis unquestionable evidence of
a foolproof method. It is however an indication that a method like this could work very well. Many
experts, practitioners and researchers alike, gave their substantiated opinions about the SRA. This
is important for the content validity, as it means the SRA is not likely to have any glaring gaps in
what it aims to measure. However, the construct validity is less rigorous. In the user workshops
and evaluation workshop, I only measured the participants’ perceptions about the method. I have not
measured for example the speed in which they were able to perform the SRA as part of the construct
ease of use, or the amount of times a clarifying question was asked as part of the construct simplicity.
But, this kind of construct validity rigour is also not seen in other risk assessment method research. As
for internal validity, an important factor bringing it down is the fact that I myself performed the case
study of Logius and PKIoverheid. The evaluation workshop participants then based their opinions
on my implementation of the SRA and the results. The fact that they did not experience the process
themselves may have influenced their opinions of the SRA. Lastly, the external validity of the SRA is
relatively weak, as it was only tested once for the eGovernment domain and all feedback came from
Dutch context. Furthermore, the participants in the evaluation workshop were all involved earlier
in the design process, meaning the evaluation was not independent of the development. However,
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although innovative, the SRA sharesmany building blockswith other RAs, which are proven in practise.
Moreover, the practitioners in the user workshops were specifically selected based on their work in
different sectors (eGovernment, banking, and telecom/trust service provision). These two facts speak
for some external validity of the SRA.

Aside from the validity, there are some aspects of the SRA that need attention. One of these aspects is
that the GRNV is intended to be used with specifically made threat scenarios. In the SRA, the threat
scenarios that it is used for are found through granular risk identification as conventional in informa-
tion security RA. This was sometimes not quite a smooth experience. Perhaps it would be better if a
SecRAM-like scoring matrix based on the GRNV is developed to score the societal impact in step 3.2.2.
Another aspect is the SecRAM scoring matrix for the organisational impact in step 3.1. As mentioned
in Section 4.3.4, the scoring matrix can be adapted as deemed necessary by the assessor. However, it
might be a good idea to have an example ready adapted to the specific case of PKI and the quantum
threat, as this lowers the bar for assessors. The organisational impact scoring card as-is is good, but
there might be room for improvement.

At around three quarters of the research timeline, it was discovered that business impact analyses could
be a very useful input for the SRA. It even comes close to the SRA, as it aims to answer what would
happen if certain business processes could not function anymore. However, it does not render the SRA
unnecessary. While it does provide a less technical perspective, it is still limited to the organisational
rather than societal (influence) scope. An issue with using business impact analyses in this research is
that the information is confidential. Therefore, the SRA could not be specifically adapted to include a
business impact analysis as input, but can only mention that it may be useful.

Other than the quantum threat to PKI, the SRA might be appropriate in general information security
contexts in need of a societal perspective. After all, the world is ever more dependent on technological
implementations and thus the societal dependencies are ever more important in other contexts as well.
Perhaps with (or without) some adaptation, the SRA can provide a way to assess the societal risks of
new technologies that present a threat, just as quantum computing does.

6.3. Recommendations
The recommendations of this thesis are targeted to three different audiences. First there are the in-
tended users of the SRA. This is any party active in providing, maintaining, or making use of PKI-
enabled trust services. I advise these parties to make use of this SRA, so as to shed light on the societal
risks run by these parties rather than solely the organisational risks as is standard. This will show
whether mitigation of the quantum threat is critical for the specific party and it will provide informa-
tion on where to prioritise the efforts if necessary. Once done the first time, the SRA can be easily
repeated, as only slight adaptations are likely. There may be business and technological changes that
influence the insights provided. Expectations about the quantum threat and themitigative capabilities
will change over time. Both the development of a capable quantum computer and mitigative measures
take time to implement, so reevaluation of the SRA over time is advisable. Doing the SRA can be in-
cluded in the business continuity planning activities and may be done yearly until the quantum threat
is completely mitigated. It is also advised after doing the SRA to look into mitigative measures out-
side of the scope of this research. CARAF can be applied to help the transition towards quantum safe
cryptography.

Then there is the research community both outside and inside project HAPKIDO. I would advise re-
searchers to develop the SRA further in three areas. Firstly, improve the transferability by making a
manual departing from the SRA template in Appendix A, adding a exemplary case, and/or design-
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ing a training workshop (video or face-to-face) for risk management experts. Secondly, to improve
the usability, refine the impact estimation by investigating changing the organisational impact scoring
matrix and changing the societal impact criteria and scoring procedure of the GRNV. Thirdly, it needs
to be better understood how the SRA can be best applied. Group size and composition of the assessor
and the option of a digital tool should be better explored. Another necessity is to take away the vali-
dation concerns raised in 6.2 above by rigorous research. An additional interesting avenue to pursue
for researchers is to see whether the SRA is applicable to expected future technological changes that
present a threat other than quantum computing. This point is also raised in 6.2.

As for the researchers in project HAPKIDO, aside from the points above, I advise you to do two things.
First, make sure to evaluate the SRA by organising a larger evaluation session with more diverse part-
ners from the project. Then let the SRA be applied to the banking and telecom/trust service provision
domains in sessions with field experts and possibly do the same for eGovernment. After this, the SRA
is ready to help answer the research question of WP1: What are the societal risks of a quantum-unsafe
PKI in the quantum era? The SRA can be applied multiple times in cooperation with a representative
selection of stakeholders. Then, the results can be combined to gain practical insight into the soci-
etal risks of the quantum threat to PKI in the Netherlands. Additionally, this research left PKIs not
managed by QTSPs out of scope. For the purpose of WP1, it might be valuable to consider PKIs that
are managed by the organisations that use them, such as the Ministry of Justice and Safety, the Min-
istry of Economic Affairs, and the Netherlands Vehicle Authority (RDW)1. Another important factor
to consider is how trust loss in multiple domains can cause cascading or multiplicative impacts.

Concerning the other work packages of HAPKIDO, it should be noted that the SRA does not consider
all types of risk relevant to HAPKIDO. The SRA is designed to assess the risks in case nothing is done
to thwart the quantum threat. Essentially, it assesses the risks of failing PKI. However, there are two
other types of risk very relevant toHAPKIDO. The first ismitigation risk. This is the risk resulting from
taking mitigative measures, such as downscaling PKI usage and using other means to the same end.
The second risk type is a form of mitigation risk: migration risk. This is the risk that arise from migrat-
ing to a quantum safe PKI. These include not knowing where all leaf certificates are, implementation
mistakes, and hardware restrictions at the end-user level. These types of risk should be considered in
the rest of project HAPKIDO.

Lastly, I would like to advise policy makers on the national and inter-organisational level to look into
the quantum threat and its societal risks. On the national and inter-organisational level, policy makers
have the power to influence actors on the organisational level, which is where the eventual change
to quantum safe cryptography needs to take place. Policy makers should keep a close eye on project
HAPKIDO. Although the project is not yet finished, it will provide lessons for transitioning to quantum
safe PKI in the near future. For now, use of the SRA can be incentivised to create a sense of urgency
and help prepare for the transition.

1https://kennisopenbaarbestuur.nl/media/256209/onderzoek_stimulering-pkioverheid-innovalor_19-4-2019.pdf, p. 12 &
14

https://kennisopenbaarbestuur.nl/media/256209/onderzoek_stimulering-pkioverheid-innovalor_19-4-2019.pdf
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A
SRA template

Step 0: Determine the scope of the assessment

The Societal Risk Assessment (SRA) makes use of three scopes. The technological scope deter-
mines what technologies are considered and which are left out of the assessment. The organisa-
tional scope determines which part(s) of which organisation(s) are considered as the party that
bears the consequences of the identified risks. Lastly, the societal influence scope delineates the
reach of the risks within society, outside of the organisational scope. It is important to set these
scopes beforehand, so that all participants’ thinking is aligned.

Table A.1: Step 0 template

Method/framework Scope

Technological
The technological scope is limited to

• risks that emerge from quantum computing
• risks related to PKI
• · · ·

Organisational · · ·

Societal influence · · ·

Explanation:
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Step 1: Examine the threat to guard against

The threats are that which to defend against. Threats are enabled by exploiting a vulnerability.
Both threats and vulnerabilities are informed by the technological scope from Step 0. By knowing
what to defend against and what enables that, we can later identify what is vulnerable to attack.

Table A.2: Step 1 template

Threat Vulnerability

Quantumcomputing breaking asymmetric cryp-
tography real-time

The use of any cryptographic solution
dependent on the discrete log or factorisation
problems (e.g., RSA, ECC, DH), which can be
broken by quantum computing (i.e., virtually all
asymmetric cryptography in place)

‘Store now, decrypt later’ tactic capturing sensi-
tive data in-transit protected by PKI

· · · · · ·

Explanation: · · ·
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Step 2: Make an inventory of assets

The assets are that which to protect. This can be anything of value to the assessing organisation.
The results from Step 1 are used to select only assets relevant to the assessment. The SRA defines
three kinds of assets: business processes, (PKI) applications, and services.

Business process: Awide range of structured, often chained, activities or tasks conducted
by people or equipment to produce a specific service or product for a
particular user or consumer.

Application: A use to which the examined technology, PKI, is put.

Service: The execution of information processes provided by an organisation.

Every asset is informed by the technological scope. Business processes fall within the organisa-
tional scope. Applications can be part of the organisational scope or the societal influence scope,
depending on the organisational structure. Services are part of the societal influence scope, as
these are services provided to society.

Table A.3: Step 2 template

Business process
Organisational

Application
Org. / Soc. influence

Service
Societal influence

· · ·

· · ·· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

Explanation: · · ·
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Step 3: Estimate impacts
Step 3.1: Estimate organisational impacts

The impacts of the threats from Step 1 on the assets of Step 2 are now assessed. First, the organi-
sational impacts are assessed, meaning the impacts limited to the organisational scope. These are
assessed for situations in which information security properties cannot be guaranteed for a busi-
ness process. The information security properties are confidentiality, integrity, and availability.

Confidentiality: property that information is not made available or disclosed to unau-
thorised individuals, entities, or processes.

Integrity: property of accuracy and completeness.

Availability: property of being accessible and usable on demand by an authorised
entity.

To find the correct organisational impact scores, the table on page 8 is used. After filling in the
scores, copy the highest score to the ‘Total’ column.

Table A.4: Step 3.1 template

Business process C
IA
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· · ·
C · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

I · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

A · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

· · ·
C · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

I · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

A · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

Explanation: · · ·
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Step 3.2: Estimate societal impacts

This part of the assessment is done with a view that stretches further than the organisational
scope. Here, the societal influence scope is applied. To get to the societal impacts, first the end-
user impacts are assessed.

Step 3.2.1: Estimate end-user impact

Assess what the impact on end-users is if an information security property cannot be guaranteed
anymore. This impact takes the form of a short-written answer in which the consequences for
end-users are described.

Table A.6: Step 3.2.1 template

Business process · · ·

Application CIA Consequences for end-users

· · ·
C · · ·

I · · ·

A · · ·

· · ·
C · · ·

I · · ·

A · · ·

Explanation: · · ·
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Step 3.2.2: Estimate impacts on national security

For each business process, fill in the table assessing the impact on national security a compromise
of the applications related to the business process has. The scoring is done using the Leidraad
risicobeoordeling Geïntegreerde risicoanalyse Nationale Veiligheid (GRNV). Use the results from
Step 3.2.1 to help the scoring. After filling in the scores, copy the highest score to the ‘Total’
column.

Table A.7: Step 3.2.2 template

1.
2

1.
3

3.
1

3.
2

5.
1

5.
2

··
·

Business process C
IA
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··
·

To
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· · ·
C · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

I · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

A · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

· · ·
C · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

I · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

A · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

Explanation: · · ·
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Step 4: Estimate likelihood

Because it is uncertain when a large enough quantum computer will be available, in this step the
time to act is approximated. To do so, the following variables are estimated for each business
process.

X = longest shelf life of data within the scope of the business process [years]

Y = time it will take to replace all vulnerable cryptography used within the
scope of the business process to quantum safe cryptography [years]

Z = estimated time until a powerful enough quantum computer is available
[years] (may vary depending on risk appetite)

t = theoretical time to act [years]

The resulting theoretical time to act (t) is not an exact figure and should not be interpreted as
such. It is based on three estimates and is therefore an approximation.

Table A.8: Step 4 template

Business process X Y Z Threat Formula for
t

t

Real-time access (CIA) t = Z – Y · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · ·

Store now, decrypt later (C) t = Z – X – Y · · ·

Real-time access (CIA) t = Z – Y · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · ·

Store now, decrypt later (C) t = Z – X – Y · · ·

Real-time access (CIA) t = Z – Y · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · ·

Store now, decrypt later (C) t = Z - X – Y · · ·

Real-time access (CIA) t = Z – Y · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · ·

Store now, decrypt later (C) t = Z – X – Y · · ·

Explanation: · · ·
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Step 5: Combine results

The results from all previous steps are combined in a single table. The organisational and national
impact are taken from Steps 3.1 and 3.2.2 respectively. The theoretical time to act (t) is taken from
Step 4. Lastly, using the conversion matrix, the risks can be ranked. Taking the highest of the two
impact scores and the theoretical time to act, the matrix ranks the risk for each threat to each
business process. It should be noted that the conversion matrix can be adjusted according to the
risk appetite of the assessing organisation.

Table A.9: Step 5 overview template

Business process Threat Organisational
impact

National
impact

t

· · ·
Real-time access
(CIA)

· · · · · · · · ·

Store now, decrypt
later (C)

· · · · · · · · ·

· · ·
Real-time access
(CIA)

· · · · · · · · ·

Store now, decrypt
later (C)

· · · · · · · · ·

· · ·
Real-time access
(CIA)

· · · · · · · · ·

Store now, decrypt
later (C)

· · · · · · · · ·

· · ·
Real-time access
(CIA)

· · · · · · · · ·

Store now, decrypt
later (C)

· · · · · · · · ·

Explanation: · · ·

Table A.10: Step 5 conversion matrix example

Impact

score

t

> 5 4− 0 −1−−5 < −5

A Acceptable Acceptable Moderate Moderate

B Acceptable Acceptable Moderate Severe

C Acceptable Moderate Severe Severe

D Moderate Severe Severe Critical

E Severe Severe Critical Critical
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Table A.11: Step 5 synthesis results template

Business process Threat Risk category

· · ·
Real-time access (CIA) · · ·

Store now, decrypt later (C) · · ·

· · ·
Real-time access (CIA) · · ·

Store now, decrypt later (C) · · ·

· · ·
Real-time access (CIA) · · ·

Store now, decrypt later (C) · · ·

· · ·
Real-time access (CIA) · · ·

Store now, decrypt later (C) · · ·

Explanation: · · ·



B
User workshop outcomes

In this appendix, all workshops outcomes are documented. First the user workshops and second the
output evaluation workshop. For every workshop, the following details are specified: date, SRA ver-
sion used for the workshop, and the participants present. Additionally, a SWOT analysis of the SRA
version is presented related to the workshop. For the user workshops, the SWOT analysis was per-
formed by myself, based on the comments and feedback received in and overall progress of the work-
shop. Then, after every SWOT analysis, the choices for the next SRA version are laid out in a table. As
for the output evaluation workshop, the SWOT analysis was a collaborative effort during the workshop
as a final evaluation. Therefore, no choices were made for a new SRA version. The combined SWOT
analysis in Chapter 4 was made by bundling similar notions of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats of all SWOTs together and leaving out those that were dealt with in newer versions of the
SRA.
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User workshop 1
Table B.1: User workshop 1 details

Date 02-11-2021

SRA version 0.1

Participants PKI manager at PA, manager at TSP, cyber security of critical infrastructures sci-
entist

Table B.2: User workshop 1 SWOT analysis of the SRA

Strengths
• Threat capacities are clear and recog-

nised
• Necessity is recognised
• The trust supply side sees the potential

of the method

Weaknesses
• Does not include cyber criminals as a

threat actor c

• Does not recognise that anyone may
eventually acquire access to quantum
computing o

Opportunities
• Make use of existing Business Impact

Analyses r

• Invest in storytelling a

• Present the three impact levels visually

Threats
• Skipping national impact areas may

leave some impacts unidentified b

Table B.3: User workshop 1 SRA design choices

v0.1→ v0.2

Choice Rationale

a Add a text box beneath each table
to be filled in, that is used to add
context to the choices made in the
tables. Applies to all steps.

The audience from workshop 1 gave the feedback that sto-
rytelling is important to convey the message and reach the
goals of this SRA. Moreover, it allows for elaboration on the
choices made during the application process of the SRA.

b Include all national impact criteria
from the GRNV instead of a selec-
tion

The audience of workshop 1 indicated that there were rel-
evant impacts outside of the initially selected impact areas.
There is a risk of not capturing all relevant impacts when
leaving out impact areas.

c Add cybercriminals to the threat ac-
tors

Cybercriminals are potential threat actors as well. These
were initially overlooked.
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User workshop 2
Table B.4: User workshop 2 details

Date 13-12-2021

SRA version 0.2

Participants M2M communication program lead at a large bank

Table B.5: User workshop 2 SWOT analysis of the SRA

Strengths
• There are many different applications/-

solutions dependent on PKI which are
captured by the asset identification step
(e.g. all customer interfaces; My busi-
ness, my data; BIV; SSC)

• Organisational impact matrix is intu-
itive and invites discussion

• Very recognisable method
• Different levels of analysis make sense

Weaknesses
• It does not matter so much what threat

actor attacks for the societal effects o

• The terms friendly and hostile state ac-
tor are not nuanced enough to reflect re-
ality d o

Opportunities
• Couple likelihood of scenarios with the

threat actors o

• Add a middle layer state actor category
d

Threats
• The likelihood is very hard to properly

identify

Table B.6: User workshop 2 SRA design choices

v0.2→ v0.3

Choice Rationale

d Refrain from adding extra middle
layer state actor category

This is not likely to increase the quality of the output. It will
not capture the nuance as it is still too limited and will also
weaken the focus of the analysis.
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Table B.7: User workshop 2 additional insights

Additional relevant insights

The bank has firmly committed to digitalisation and the use of certificates. The entire modern way of
banking is reliant on certificates. In the worst case we will have to fall back to a ‘paper society’.

The large bank is planning to employ a QTSP to provide QES technology for its digital trust needs.

For various processes that the bank fulfils, several different types of certificates are used that rely on
differing PKI structures.

When all Dutch electronic financial transaction traffic is interrupted for half a day, all of the Nether-
lands will be bankrupt.

There is no other sector that has more societal impact than the financial sector when it is interrupted,
even healthcare.
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User workshop 3
Table B.8: User workshop 3 details

Date 12-01-2022

SRA version 0.3

Participants PKI manager at QTSP, compliance officer at QTSP, technical expert at QTSP

Table B.9: User workshop 3 SWOT analysis of the SRA

Strengths
• Making an inventory of PKI applications

and peeling off each layer of impact is a
good approach

• The inclusion of multiple perspectives

Weaknesses
• No distinction between compromise and

mitigation risks h

Opportunities
• Have the outcome of the RA be a priori-

tisation of assets to make quantum safe
first g

• Leave room for a broad perspective of
risk and cascading effects of trust loss t

• Mind the PKI use-case as it affects the
impacts e

• Include the risks that come with transi-
tioning to QS PKI f

• Use the term ‘applications’ to indicate
assets that make use of PKI e

Threats
• The term ‘assets’ can be interpreted too

broadly e

• The absence of a distinction between
compromise and mitigation risks can
muddy the discussion h
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Table B.10: User workshop 3 SRA design choices

v0.3→ v0.4

Choice Rationale

e Change the term ‘asset’ to ‘applica-
tion’

‘Application’ better reflects the use of PKI rather than the
technical components behind it

f Explicitly keep the risks of transi-
tioning/migrating to QS PKI out of
scope

This best reflects the original research question ofHAPKIDO
WP1 upon which this research is based

g Have the last step be a prioritisation
of risks

Not all systems can be simultaneously updates to be QS,
therefore it is important to identify the biggest risks so they
can be mitigated first

h Scope the RA to risks of compro-
mise and keep mitigation measures
and their risks out of scope

It is better fitting for this research and HAPKIDO WP1 to
focus on the risks that emerge from not acting. Additionally,
the different types of compromise cover potential mitigation
risks for a large part.

t Have the national impact judged
per business process

By combining the trust loss of all affected applications, the
assessor is free to speculate about a scenario used for the na-
tional impact assessment including cascading loss of trust

Table B.11: User workshop 3 additional insights

Additional relevant insights

The level of trust demanded by the market is expected to keep increasing. As the demand for a higher
level of trust increases, so does the demand for qualified trust services, as qualification is a means to
ensure a high level of trust.

Some assets are less sensitive/critical than others and it is not realistic to make all systems quantum
safe at once.
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User workshop 4
Table B.12: User workshop 4 details

Date 26-01-2022

SRA version 0.4

Participants M2M communication program lead at tax authority, risk management expert

Table B.13: User workshop 4 SWOT analysis of the SRA

Strengths
• Organisational impact assessment feels

familiar, invites discussion, and is work-
able

• Individual impact assessment is work-
able

Weaknesses
• Friendly state actors are not really a clear

concept, as they can still employ hostile
activities o

• The term ‘applications’ is ambiguous as
it can mean a technical component us-
ing PKI as well as a business process in
which PKI is applied k

• Lack of specific scoping can muddy the
discussion and decrease the quality of
the outcomes l m n

Opportunities
• Define state actors by theirmotivation to

spy or disrupt o

• The assessor can decide the level of anal-
ysis when deciding on the assets: appli-
cations can be subdivided in domains
per application in order to group the de-
pendent services i

• Similarly, applications can be grouped
into application groups i

Threats
• The list of dependent services per appli-

cation can get quite long i

• Organisational impact: capacity & per-
formance may be differently interpreted
by different assessing parties, depend-
ing on their industry s
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Table B.14: User workshop 4 SRA design choices

v0.4→ v0.5

Choice Rationale

i Make explicit that it is the duty of
the assessor to decide the proper
level of analysis for the assets

Different situations call for different levels of analysis. The
assessor is able to see the specific situation and can choose
the appropriate level of analysis, rather than the method
specifying a specific level of analysis for all situations.

j Abstain from explicitly incorporat-
ing levels of confidentiality

Difference in levels of confidentiality is reflected in impacts.
The impact of highly confidential information leaking will
be higher. In the end, the impact resulting from the level of
confidentiality is what counts. Additionally, it is reflected in
the time to act when considering a store now, decrypt later
attack.

k Separate applications and business
processes when making an inven-
tory of assets

The two concepts need to be separated as it can cause confu-
sion to only use ‘applications’. This allows for the assessor
to link the two together and get a clear picture of what is
discussed.

l Add an extra step beforehand for
specifying the scopes used in the RA

Lack of specific scoping can hinder the analysis and decrease
the quality of output

m Introduce three different scopes:
technical, organisational, and soci-
etal influence

These three scopes should keep the discussions focussed.
The technical scope limits the discussion to the relevant tech-
nologies

n Put the organisational impact as-
sessment before the identification
of services to society

By swapping these steps, the assessor stays within the organ-
isational scope before taking a broader societal perspective.
The aim is to reduce confusion because of scope switching.

o Change the threat assessment to
identifying threats and vulnerabil-
ities that can be exploited by the
threats, leaving out threat actors

For this type of risk assessment, the threat actor does not
really matter. In the end, the attacks and following impacts
are all the same.

s Abstain from further defining the
impact areas capacity & perfor-
mance in the organisational impact

The room for interpretation in these impact areas is a nec-
essary evil. This way, the SRA is more widely applicable as
different parties in the trust chain may have different kinds
of capacity.

Table B.15: User workshop 4 additional insights

Additional relevant insights

By using PKI, the tax authority gathers and sends data from and to many kinds of actors for various
business processes.

Realising that there is a threat might be the biggest obstacle in transitioning to a QS version of SBR.

Going back to paper is not a viable option.

Right now, within the organisation there is not enough thought on how risks will play out nationally
in a broad context. It is necessary to place risks in a broad perspective.
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User workshop 5
Table B.16: User workshop 5 details

Date 24-02-2022

SRA version 0.5

Participants PKI manager at PA, cyber security scientist

Table B.17: User workshop 5 SWOT analysis of the SRA

Strengths
• The goal this method sets out to achieve

is very relevant

Weaknesses
• Switching between making an inventory

of assets and assessing the impacts was
confusing p

• Terms are not clearly defined q

Opportunities
• Documents such as a Business Impact

Analyses and previously done risk as-
sessments can be valuable input r

Threats
• Parties are not likely to share sensitive

information about their perceived vul-
nerabilities such as a Business Impact
Analysis and previously done risk assess-
ments r

Table B.18: User workshop 5 SRA design choices

v0.5→ v1.0

Choice Rationale

p Swap back the steps making an in-
ventory of dependent services and
organisational impact assessment

Switching between making an inventory of assets and assess-
ing the impacts turned out to be confusing. Keeping them
separate and switching between the organisational and soci-
etal influence scope seems better.

q Give a clear definition for all terms
used in the template

Clear definitions avoid confusion and improve the quality
and speed of the analysis

r Make explicit what input docu-
ments might be of use

Increased quality of input means increased quality of out-
put. As most serious organisations should have useful input
documents available, it is wise to make use of them.
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Table B.19: User workshop 5 additional insights

Additional relevant insights

Any method that helps taking steps in dealing with the quantum threat to PKI is welcome.

The method can be used making use of confidential input documents but can also be used without
these documents to arrive at more general output.

Most serious organisations should have a Business Continuity Plan, including a Business Impact Anal-
ysis and risk assessments.
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Output evaluation workshop
Table B.20: Output evaluation workshop details

Date 12-01-2022

SRA version 1.0

Participants PKI manager at PA, government and technology researcher, two cybersecurity re-
searchers familiar with risk assessment

Table B.21: Output evaluation workshop SWOT analysis of the SRA

Strengths
• Step-wise approach
• Per business domain insights in the risks,

dependencies, and potential impacts
• One of a kind combining PKI and quan-

tum computing

Weaknesses
• Requires a lot of knowledge on business

processes
• Risk assessment process is hard for

many business owners, because some in-
formation is hard to quantify

• Difficult to pull mitigation strategies out
of (although that was not necessarily the
goal)

• Required level of detail of information is
hard to find

Opportunities
• Insight into risks, making the quantum

threat tangible
• Insight in dependencies
• Do a self assessment based on the SRA

and combine it with recommendation-
s/action pathways

Threats
• Method can become to lengthy and com-

plex, unclear why we need all these in-
sights

• Complexity of applying the method
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Case study outcome

Step 0: Determine the scope of the assessment

The Societal Risk Assessment (SRA) makes use of three scopes. The technological scope deter-
mines what technologies are considered and which are left out of the assessment. The organisa-
tional scope determines which part(s) of which organisation(s) are considered as the party that
bears the consequences of the identified risks. Lastly, the societal influence scope delineates the
reach of the risks within society, outside of the organisational scope. It is important to set these
scopes beforehand, so that all participants’ thinking is aligned.

Table C.1: Step 0

Method/framework Scope

Technological
The technological scope is limited to

• risks that emerge from quantum computing
• risks related to PKI
• data at-rest, in-use, and in-transit
• data protected by asymmetric cryptography

Organisational
The organisational scope relates to Logius, specifically Stelsels en Standaar-
den, the department responsible for maintaining and developing PKIover-
heid (PKIo)1.

Societal influence
The societal influence scope consists of the influence the organisation has on
themembers of Dutch society, other organisations, their interactions, and the
functioning of Dutch society as a whole.

Explanation: The technological scope is formulated such that the quantum threat to
PKI is the focus. All data with protection dependent on asymmetric cryptography is
within scope, as that is way more vulnerable to QC than symmetric cryptography.

The organisational and societal influence scope are formulated so that PKIo and its influence
on Dutch society are the focal points.
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Step 1: Examine the threat to guard against

The threats are that which to defend against. Threats are enabled by exploiting a vulnerability.
Both threats and vulnerabilities are informed by the technological scope from Step 0. By knowing
what to defend against and what enables that, we can later identify what is vulnerable to attack.

Table C.2: Step 1

Threat Vulnerability

Quantumcomputing breaking asymmetric cryp-
tography real-time

The use of any cryptographic solution
dependent on the discrete log or factorisation
problems (e.g., RSA, ECC, DH), which can be
broken by quantum computing (i.e., virtually all
asymmetric cryptography in place)

‘Store now, decrypt later’ tactic capturing sensi-
tive data in-transit protected by PKI

Explanation: The quantum threat to PKIo can be separated in two attack scenarios or
threats. Both exploit the same vulnerability opened by quantum computing. The ‘store
now, decrypt later’ tactic can be deployed right now and will be successful once the de-
cryption can be broken and the data shelf life has not passed yet. The drawback is
the power of the attack, as only the confidentiality of the data will be compromised.

Breaking asymmetric cryptography real-time is a much more powerful attack, as
next to the confidentiality, the integrity and availability of the data can be com-
promised as well. This enables much more sophisticated and far-reaching attacks.
However, this can only be done once quantum computing is developed enough.

Both these attacks compromise the trust created by PKIo and threaten Logius’ goals and PKIo-
facilitated services to society.
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Step 2: Make an inventory of assets

The assets are that which to protect. This can be anything of value to the assessing organisation.
The results from Step 1 are used to select only assets relevant to the assessment. The SRA defines
three kinds of assets: business processes, (PKI) applications, and services.

Business process: Awide range of structured, often chained, activities or tasks conducted
by people or equipment to produce a specific service or product for a
particular user or consumer.

Application: A use to which the examined technology, PKI, is put.

Service: The execution of information processes provided by an organisation.

Every asset is informed by the technological scope. Business processes fall within the organisa-
tional scope. Applications can be part of the organisational scope or the societal influence scope,
depending on the organisational structure. Services are part of the societal influence scope, as
these are services provided to society.

Table C.3: Step 2

Business process
Organisational

Application
Org. / Soc. influence

Service
Societal influence

Trustworthiness assurance of the
Organisation Person Domain

Defensiepas2 Authentication for ordering
military materials, accessing
buildings and remote systems
on mission/from home, signing
police reports for immigrant
processing3

Personal UZI-pas4 Sharing medical information
between medical professionals,
signing digital documents

Taxi driver & inspector certifi-
cates5

Logging working hours and
negating fraud

eHerkenning 4 ?

Profession certificates6 Signing legally binding docu-
ments for accountants, bailiffs,
notaries

Continued on next page

2https://magazines.defensie.nl/materieelgezien/2021/03/07_defensiepas
3Personal contact with Logius employee
4https://www.uziregister.nl/uzi-pas/waarvoor-heeft-u-een-uzi-pas-nodig
5https://bct.tsp.minienw.nl/minienw-bct-cps-g3/minienw-bct-cps-G3.pdf, p. 11
6https://certificaat.kpn.com/pkioverheidcertificaten/beroepscertificaten/

https://magazines.defensie.nl/materieelgezien/2021/03/07_defensiepas
https://www.uziregister.nl/uzi-pas/waarvoor-heeft-u-een-uzi-pas-nodig
https://bct.tsp.minienw.nl/minienw-bct-cps-g3/minienw-bct-cps-G3.pdf
https://certificaat.kpn.com/pkioverheidcertificaten/beroepscertificaten/
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Table C.3 – Continued from previous page

Business process
Organisational

Application
Org. / Soc. influence

Service
Societal influence

Trustworthiness assurance of the
Organisation Services Domain

DigiD (organisation)7 Digital communication be-
tween civilians and govern-
ments

UZI-servercertificate8 Sharing medical information
between medical professionals

eHerkenning Digital communication be-
tween businesses and govern-
ments

eSeals9 Proving integrity and non-
repudiation on documents
from organisations for e.g.
EPREL

Taxi business & inspection cer-
tificates10

Logging working hours and
negating fraud

Trustworthiness assurance of the
Citizen Domain

Vidua11 Signing of legal documents
such as housing, job, or busi-
ness contracts

DigiD Substantieel & Hoog (citi-
zen)12

Extra sensitive communication
between citizens and govern-
ments (e.g., medical)

Trustworthiness assurance of the
Autonomous Devices Domain

Taxi On-board Computer13 Logging working hours and
negating fraud

Trustworthiness assurance of the
public root CA

Inherited by four domains above Inherited by four domains
above

Trustworthiness assurance of the
Private Services Domain

Digipoort14 Tax reports and other finan-
cial messages from businesses
to several governments

Continued on next page

7https://www.logius.nl/diensten/digid/documentatie/functionele-beschrijving-digid
8https://www.uziregister.nl/uzi-pas/waarvoor-heeft-u-een-uzi-pas-nodig
9https://certificaat.kpn.com/pkioverheidcertificaten/services-certificaten/eseal/

10https://bct.tsp.minienw.nl/minienw-bct-cps-g3/minienw-bct-cps-G3.pdf, p. 11
11https://cleverbase.com/en/vidua-services/
12https://www.logius.nl/diensten/digid/documentatie/functionele-beschrijving-digid
13https://bct.tsp.minienw.nl/minienw-bct-cps-g3/minienw-bct-cps-G3.pdf, p. 11
14https://certificaat.kpn.com/pkioverheidcertificaten/servercertificaten/digipoort-private/

https://www.logius.nl/diensten/digid/documentatie/functionele-beschrijving-digid
https://www.uziregister.nl/uzi-pas/waarvoor-heeft-u-een-uzi-pas-nodig
https://certificaat.kpn.com/pkioverheidcertificaten/services-certificaten/eseal/
https://bct.tsp.minienw.nl/minienw-bct-cps-g3/minienw-bct-cps-G3.pdf
https://cleverbase.com/en/vidua-services/
https://www.logius.nl/diensten/digid/documentatie/functionele-beschrijving-digid
https://bct.tsp.minienw.nl/minienw-bct-cps-g3/minienw-bct-cps-G3.pdf
https://certificaat.kpn.com/pkioverheidcertificaten/servercertificaten/digipoort-private/
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Table C.3 – Continued from previous page

Business process
Organisational

Application
Org. / Soc. influence

Service
Societal influence

Digikoppeling15 Automatic processing of data
requests within the Dutch gov-
ernment

ESDN16 B2B M2M communications in
the energy sector

Trustworthiness assurance of the
Private Person domain

Not currently in use17 Not currently in use

Trustworthiness assurance of the
private root CA

Inherited by two domains above Inherited by two domains
above

Explanation: Logius is the Policy Authority (PA) of PKIo. It is therefore responsible for the trustwor-
thiness of the entire PKIo18. To achieve this, three main tasks are named in the Certificate Practise
Statement (CPS) and Programme of Requirements (PoR): Maintaining the PoR, overseeing admission
of new Trust Service Providers (TSPs), and regulating and monitoring TSP activities under the PKIo
root. These tasks could be regarded as the business processes in the assessment. However, they are not
directly threatened by the threats identified in Step 1. Additionally, they provide no grounds for the
separation of applications and services, as each task serves every application and service supported by
PKIo. Therefore, the choice was made to have the domains as the dividing factor. The domains are
based on the PoR19, CPS20, and PKIo hierarchy (internal document)21. The extended validation and
public server domains are left out, as they are (soon to be) deprecated22 23. The trustworthiness of the
public and private root CAs inherit the risks from the intermediate domain CAs, as they are higher
up in the PKI hierarchy. As the Private Person domain is not currently in use, analysing the private
root CA is no more useful than analysing the Private Services domain. Therefore, the Private Person
domain and private root CA will be left out of the analysis further on.

15https://www.logius.nl/diensten/digikoppeling/landelijke-voorzieningen
16https://certificaat.kpn.com/toepassingen/edsn/
17personal communication with a Logius employee
18https://cps.pkioverheid.nl/CPS_PA_PKIoverheid_G3_Root_v4.5.pdf, p. 9
19https://www.logius.nl/sites/default/files/public/bestanden/diensten/PKIoverheid/PoR-2022/PKIoverheid%

20Programme%20of%20Requirements%20v4.10%20-%20Part%201%20Introduction.pdf, p. 22
20https://cps.pkioverheid.nl/CPS_PA_PKIoverheid_G3_Root_v4.5.pdf, p. 12
21PKIoverheid hiërarchie by Patrick van den Berg - 20210204
22https://www.logius.nl/actueel/pkioverheid-stopt-met-uitgeven-publiek-vertrouwde-webserver-ssltls-certificaten
23https://cert.pkioverheid.nl/

https://www.logius.nl/diensten/digikoppeling/landelijke-voorzieningen
https://certificaat.kpn.com/toepassingen/edsn/
https://cps.pkioverheid.nl/CPS_PA_PKIoverheid_G3_Root_v4.5.pdf
https://www.logius.nl/sites/default/files/public/bestanden/diensten/PKIoverheid/PoR-2022/PKIoverheid%20Programme%20of%20Requirements%20v4.10%20-%20Part%201%20Introduction.pdf
https://www.logius.nl/sites/default/files/public/bestanden/diensten/PKIoverheid/PoR-2022/PKIoverheid%20Programme%20of%20Requirements%20v4.10%20-%20Part%201%20Introduction.pdf
https://cps.pkioverheid.nl/CPS_PA_PKIoverheid_G3_Root_v4.5.pdf
https://www.logius.nl/actueel/pkioverheid-stopt-met-uitgeven-publiek-vertrouwde-webserver-ssltls-certificaten
https://cert.pkioverheid.nl/
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Step 3: Estimate impacts
Step 3.1: Estimate organisational impacts

The impacts of the threats from Step 1 on the assets of Step 2 are now assessed. First, the organi-
sational impacts are assessed, meaning the impacts limited to the organisational scope. These are
assessed for situations in which information security properties cannot be guaranteed for a busi-
ness process. The information security properties are confidentiality, integrity, and availability.

Confidentiality: property that information is not made available or disclosed to unau-
thorised individuals, entities, or processes.

Integrity: property of accuracy and completeness.

Availability: property of being accessible and usable on demand by an authorised
entity.

To find the correct organisational impact scores, the table on page 8 is used. After filling in the
scores, copy the highest score to the ‘Total’ column.
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Table C.4: Step 3.1

Business process C
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Trustworthiness assurance of the
Organisation Person Domain

C A C C C E D A E

I A C D C E D A E

A A C E C E D A E

Trustworthiness assurance of the
Organisation Services Domain

C A C C B E D A E

I A D D C E D A E

A A D E C E D A E

Trustworthiness assurance of the
Citizen Domain

C A B C B D D A D

I A B D B D D A D

A A B D B D D A D

Trustworthiness assurance of the
Autonomous Devices Domain

C A B C B C D A D

I A B D B C D A D

A A B D B C D A D

Trustworthiness assurance of the public
root CA

C A D C C E D A E

I A D E D E E A E

A A D E D E E A E

Trustworthiness assurance of the Private
Services Domain

C A B C B D D A D

I A C D C E D A E

A A C E C E D A E

Explanation: In general, no longer being able to guarantee confidentiality will hurt, but
it will hurt Logius less than no longer being able to guarantee integrity or availability.
Some use cases of certificates do not require confidentiality, only integrity and availabil-
ity. Other use cases may prefer confidentiality but can continue without it guaranteed.

The capacity impact scores are estimated using the Logius year report numbers24.

The usage of PKIo in the Organisation Person and Organisation Services Domains is more ex-
tensive than in the other two domains under the public root. Therefore, the branding impact scores
will generally be lower. As expected, the public root security has the highest impact scores.
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Step 3.2: Estimate societal impacts

This part of the assessment is done with a view that stretches further than the organisational
scope. Here, the societal influence scope is applied. To get to the societal impacts, first the end-
user impacts are assessed.

Step 3.2.1: Estimate end-user impact

Assess what the impact on end-users is if an information security property cannot be guaranteed
anymore. This impact takes the form of a short-written answer in which the consequences for
end-users are described.

Table C.6: Step 3.2.1

Business process Trustworthiness assurance of the Organisation Person Domain

Application CIA Consequences for end-users

Defensiepas C Military personnel cannot secretly share information anymore.
Confidential military intel may leak.

I Hackers can forge military identities and intrude in buildings and
ICT systems, which poses subsequent security risks. Fraud in im-
migrant processing is likely.

A There is no way for military personnel to communicate from out-
side closed networks. Immigrant processing will be much slower
and with more room for fraud.

Personal UZI-pas C Highly sensitive health data of patients may leak.

I Hackers may alter health data resulting in wrong medicines or
wrong medical procedures, hurting the health of patients, poten-
tially killing them.

A Medical professionals (e.g., doctors) will not be able to communi-
cate health data with each other efficiently, leading to long queues
for medical care, possibly overflowing hospitals.

Taxi driver & inspector
certificates

C No impact, as there is no confidential data protected.

I This allows fraud and money laundering on an individual basis, as
every individual certificate needs to be attacked.

A Taxi drivers will not be able to log their hours in a secure way and
inspectors will not be able to audit the activities well. It will take
more effort to do so for every individual driver and inspector, than
it would be for whole taxi and inspection businesses.

Continued on next page
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Table C.6 – Continued from previous page

Business process Trustworthiness assurance of the Organisation Person Domain

Application CIA Consequences for end-users

eHerkenning 4 C Only select data can be leaked, as the lower tiers of eHerkenning
are not affected.

I Only select data can be leaked, as the lower tiers of eHerkenning
are not affected.

A Only select applications can be interrupted, as the lower tiers of
eHerkenning are not affected.

Profession certificates C Businesses’ financial documents communicated with/by accoun-
tants can be used for economic espionage. Some confidential le-
gal communications with bailiffs might be illegally leveraged. It
is not known whether notaries have confidential communications
protected by PKIo.

I Digitally signedfinancial documents by accountants can be altered,
opening a myriad of ways for large scale fraud (e.g., embezzle-
ment). Judicial orders by bailiffs can be altered or fabricated ob-
structing justice or enabling fraud. For notaries there are opportu-
nities to abuse fraudulent changes in databases of the Land Reg-
istry and Mapping Agency, the Chamber of Commerce and the
Central Diploma Registry.

A Accountants, bailiffs, and notaries will be significantly hindered
in their ability to perform parts of their jobs, as there is no way to
perform legally binding actions digitally.

Explanation: Some applications see a breach in confidentiality where highly sensitive information is
exposed. Other applications depend less on confidentiality and more on integrity. Compromises in
integrity often lead to opportunities for (large scale) fraud. When availability cannot be guaranteed,
attacks on specific individual cases can interrupt the services. There are ways thinkable in which
the digital services can be replaced by non-digital alternatives, but these are much less efficient.

As these are personal certificates, relatively specific processes are heavily affected.
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Table C.7: Step 3.2.1

Business process Trustworthiness assurance of the Organisation Services Domain

Application CIA Consequences for end-users

DigiD (organisation) C Sensitive citizen data such as financial-economic, religion, political
preference, BSN, and health datawill be leaked. AsDigiD is widely
adopted in the Netherlands, this will affect most citizens.

I Most public tasks concerning individual citizens can be heavily
tampered with, enabling fraud and other malicious activities.

A Secure digital communication between citizens and governments
is not possible, slowing down most public tasks immensely.

UZI-servercertificate C Highly sensitive health data of patients may leak.

I Hackers may alter health data resulting in wrong medicines or
wrong medical procedures, hurting the health of patients, poten-
tially killing them.

A Healthcare providers will not be able to communicate health data
with each other efficiently, leading to long queues for medical care,
possibly overflowing hospitals.

eHerkenning C Confidential data on businesses shared with a large amount of
(semi-)governmental organisations can be leaked on a large scale.
This includes financial data and personal data of employees.

I Many procedures that require contact between the market and
(semi-)governmental organisations can be interfered with. Attack-
ing a single organisation can already enable fraud on a large scale.

A The efficiency of procedures that require contact between the mar-
ket and (semi-)governmental organisations can be heavily reduced,
up to the point where the economy is significantly hurt.

eSeals C eSeals are not used for confidentiality. There is no impact.

I The purpose of eSeals is defeated. eSeals used in applications such
as EPREL can be altered retrospectively. In the case of EPREL it
means no energy label made in the past can be trusted anymore
forever. Other applications are unknown.

A It is assumed that the checking of eSeals is the service of which
availability is compromised. This means all eSeals lose their effect,
as they cannot be verified. In the case of EPREL it means no en-
ergy label can be trusted as long as they cannot be checked. Other
applications are unknown.

Continued on next page
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Table C.7 – Continued from previous page

Business process Trustworthiness assurance of the Organisation Services Domain

Application CIA Consequences for end-users

Taxi business & inspec-
tion certificates

C No impact, as there is no confidential data protected.

I This allows fraud and money laundering on a large scale, as entire
businesses can be targeted.

A Taxi drivers will not be able to log their hours in a secure way and
inspectors will not be able to audit the activities well. It will take
less effort to do so for taxi and inspection businesses, than it would
be for individual drivers and inspectors.

Explanation: The same conclusions on confidentiality, integrity,
and availability from the Organisation Service Domain hold.

The difference is as single certificates from the Organisation Service Domain are used
for many transactions, the related impacts are broad affecting many cases at once.

As these are non-personal certificates, more general processes are affected. There are broader
impacts than with personal certificates, and although still heavy, less ‘deep’ impacts as opposed to the
Organisation Person Domain.

Table C.8: Step 3.2.1

Business process Trustworthiness assurance of the Citizen Domain

Application CIA Consequences for end-users

Vidua C Vidua is used for identification and signing. There are no conse-
quences if confidentiality is broken.

I The possibility to alter housing, job, business, and other contracts
signed with Vidua renders all contracts not legally binding. As
Vidua is not widely adopted, impact will be relatively limited.
Some companies will be more affected than others.

A Signing and identification through Vidua will not be possible any-
more. As Vidua is not widely adopted, impact will be relatively
limited. Some companies will be more affected than others.

Continued on next page
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Table C.8 – Continued from previous page

Business process Trustworthiness assurance of the Citizen Domain

Application CIA Consequences for end-users

DigiD Substantieel &
Hoog (citizen)

C The highest tiers of DigiD are used to protect the most sensitive
data. However, as attacks need to be done for individual citizen
side certificates, more resources are required for attackers than at-
tacking DigiD from the organisation side. This leaves highly sensi-
tive personal citizen data at risk of leaking, but on a smaller scale
than in the Organisation Services Domain. Additionally, lower
DigiD tiers are unaffected.

I The same argument from above applies here.

A The most secure tiers of DigiD cannot be used anymore, but the ar-
gument above applies. Lower tiers can still be used, so the impact
will be limited.

Explanation: Currently, Dutch society does not depend largely on certificates from theCitizenDomain.
While there are alarming impacts for select cases, these do not affect the larger part of Dutch people.

Table C.9: Step 3.2.1

Business process Trustworthiness assurance of the Autonomous Devices Domain

Application CIA Consequences for end-users

Taxi On-board Computer C No impact, as there is no confidential data protected.

I This allows fraud and money laundering on an individual basis,
as every individual certificate needs to be attacked. However, the
tampering with the identification of cars does not open up very
easy and obvious ways for fraud.

A Taxi drivers will not be able to log their hours in a secure way and
inspectors will not be able to audit the activities well. It will take
more effort to do so for every individual on-board computer, than
it would be for whole taxi and inspection businesses.

Explanation: The on-board taxi computer is the only application making use of the Autonomous De-
vices Domain. Even within the taxipas context the impacts in this domain are relatively limited.
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Table C.10: Step 3.2.1

Business process Trustworthiness assurance of the public root CA

Application CIA Consequences for end-users

Inherits all from previous
four domains

C Inherits all from previous four domains

I Inherits all from previous four domains

A Inherits all from previous four domains

Explanation: All four previous domains depend on the security of the public root CA. Therefore, all
impacts in those four domains can materialise once the security of the public root CA is compromised.

Table C.11: Step 3.2.1

Business process Trustworthiness assurance of the Private Services Domain

Application CIA Consequences for end-users

Digipoort C Tax reports, financial reports, and other potentially sensitive busi-
ness information of involved parties may leak. Most of the Dutch
market is not connected to Digipoort.

I Tax reports, financial reports, and other business communication
to (semi-)government can be tampered with, creating opportuni-
ties for fraud.

A Previously automated messages have to be done by hand, creating
large overhead for many companies and (semi-)governments.

Digikoppeling C Sensitive data from many different governmental databases can be
captured.

I Data in many governmental databases can be tampered with open-
ing options for fraud, but back-ups of this data should exist.

A Processes at (semi-)governments requiring data from external
(semi-)governments will heavily slow down, as automatic data re-
quests are not available.

ESDN C Some energy allocation data may be leaked, but it is assumed that
this is not likely to heavily disturb the energy market.

I Tampering with automatic energy market processes is possible but
is likely to be noticed.

Continued on next page
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Table C.11 – Continued from previous page

Business process Trustworthiness assurance of the Private Services Domain

Application CIA Consequences for end-users

A Completely shutting down the electronic communication of the en-
ergy market will heavily disrupt it.

Explanation: There are likely to be more applications of the Private Services Domain, but these are
out of sight of Logius. In these applications, tampering with the integrity again enables fraud. Com-
promising the availability will strain processes, hindering back-end systems, and creating overhead for
the involved parties.
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Step 3.2.2: Estimate impacts on national security

For each business process, fill in the table assessing the impact on national security a compromise
of the applications related to the business process has. The scoring is done using the Leidraad
risicobeoordeling Geïntegreerde risicoanalyse Nationale Veiligheid (GRNV). Use the results from
Step 3.2.1 to help the scoring. After filling in the scores, copy the highest score to the ‘Total’
column.

Table C.12: Step 3.2.2

1.
2

1.
3

2.
1

3.
1

3.
2
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1
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Trustworthiness assurance of the
Organisation Person Domain

C A C - ? ? - - C

I A C B ? ? - A C

A A C B ? ? - A C

Trustworthiness assurance of the
Organisation Services Domain

C A C - ? ? - - C

I A C B ? ? - B C

A A C B ? ? - B C

Trustworthiness assurance of the Citizen
Domain

C A B - ? ? - - B

I A B - ? ? - A B

A A B - ? ? - - B

Trustworthiness assurance of the
Autonomous Devices Domain

C A B - ? ? - - B

I A B - ? ? - - B

A A B - ? ? - - B

Trustworthiness assurance of the public
root CA

C A C - ? ? - - C

I A C C ? ? - B C

A A C C ? ? - B C

Trustworthiness assurance of the Private
Services Domain

C A B - ? ? - - B

I A B - ? ? - A B

Continued on next page
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Table C.12 – Continued from previous page

A A B - ? ? - A B

Explanation:

1.2 It is difficult to judge the impact on the Dutch international position, as it may deterio-
rate because of other countries viewing Dutch cybersecurity as lacklustre. Following the de-
scription in the GRNV, cyberattacks and no other indicators lead to an impact score of A.

1.3 The deliverance of PKIo certificates is seen as an essential digital service. The following
definition of domain size is used: the size of each domain is decided by the number of times
a certificate in that domain is checked. As no data is currently available, the distribution is
estimated based on the yearly report by Logius . It is then used to score impact area 1.3.

2.2 This impact area is relevant because of the UZI-registry. Effects in one of the two do-
mains involving the UZI-registry can partially be relieved by using the certificates from
the other domain. However, when both domains are affected through the root CA, heav-
ier impacts will be felt. The death counts and related impact scores are estimated.

3.1 and 3.2 Both of these impact areas involve estimations that I have no expe-
rience with. I imagine that breaches concerning the Organisation Services Do-
main and especially the public root CA will have the highest impact scores.

5.1 There are ways in which daily life is affected by making digital communication, especially
with the government, hard. However, when examining the six indicators in the GRNV, none apply.

5.2 The functioning of public administration is the one criterion that matters in the context of this
assessment. While confidentiality is important, it is not necessary for the functioning of public
administration with the systems considered. The difference between the Organisation Person and
Organisation Service domains is because of the estimated part of public administration to be affected.
As for the Citizen Domain, when integrity is compromised, this could hinder public administration
significantly. However, when there are enough alternatives so that a compromise of availability would
not result in a significant disruption.
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Step 4: Estimate likelihood

Because it is uncertain when a large enough quantum computer will be available, in this step the
time to act is approximated. To do so, the following variables are estimated for each business
process.

X = longest shelf life of data within the scope of the business process [years]

Y = time it will take to replace all vulnerable cryptography used within the
scope of the business process to quantum safe cryptography [years]

Z = estimated time until a powerful enough quantum computer is available
[years] (may vary depending on risk appetite)

t = theoretical time to act [years]

The resulting theoretical time to act (t) is not an exact figure and should not be interpreted as
such. It is based on three estimates and is therefore an approximation.

Table C.13: Step 4

Business process X Y Z Threat Formula for t t

Trustworthiness assurance of
the Organisation Person
Domain

20 10 18
Real-time access (CIA) t = Z – Y 8

Store now, decrypt later (C) t = Z – X – Y -12
Trustworthiness assurance of
the Organisation Services
Domain

20 10 18
Real-time access (CIA) t = Z – Y 8

Store now, decrypt later (C) t = Z – X – Y -12

Trustworthiness assurance of
the Citizen Domain 15 10 18

Real-time access (CIA) t = Z – Y 8

Store now, decrypt later (C) t = Z – X – Y -7
Trustworthiness assurance of
the Autonomous Devices
Domain

5 10 18
Real-time access (CIA) t = Z – Y 8

Store now, decrypt later (C) t = Z – X – Y 3

Trustworthiness assurance of
the public root CA 20 10 18

Real-time access (CIA) t = Z – Y 8

Store now, decrypt later (C) t = Z – X – Y -12

Trustworthiness assurance of
the Private Services Domain 10 10 18

Real-time access (CIA) t = Z – Y 8

Store now, decrypt later (C) t = Z – X – Y -2

Explanation: The variable Z is constant. In this assessment, the assumed time un-
til a quantum computer is available is 20 years from 2020, so 18 years from now25.

The variable Y is based on personal communication with a Logius employee,
stating that replacing all PKI cryptography is likely to take 10 years.

Variable X is about data shelf-life. Medical dossiers are to be kept for 20 years in most cases26.
Currently most governmental information considered classified is kept secret for 20 years27. There is
no clear guideline on how long personally identifiable data should be kept secret. Ideally, it is kept
secret indefinitely. The same holds true for medical dossiers. However, for the purpose of analysis,
15 years is chosen. The data used for cab fares that makes use of the Autonomous Devices Domain is
not relevant for a long time, and thus 5 years is chosen as the shelf-life. In case of the Private Services
Domain, a value of 10 years is chosen, as the government databases in question are not public, but the
data is not highly confidential and changes over time.
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Step 5: Combine results

The results from all previous steps are combined in a single table. The organisational and national
impact are taken from Steps 3.1 and 3.2.2 respectively. The theoretical time to act (t) is taken from
Step 4. Lastly, using the conversion matrix, the risks can be ranked. Taking the highest of the two
impact scores and the theoretical time to act, the matrix ranks the risk for each threat to each
business process. It should be noted that the conversion matrix can be adjusted according to the
risk appetite of the assessing organisation.

Table C.14: Step 5 overview

Business process Threat Organisational
impact

National
impact

t

Trustworthiness assurance of the
Organisation Person Domain

Real-time access
(CIA)

E C 8

Store now, decrypt
later (C)

E C -12

Trustworthiness assurance of the
Organisation Services Domain

Real-time access
(CIA)

E C 8

Store now, decrypt
later (C)

E C -12

Trustworthiness assurance of the
Citizen Domain

Real-time access
(CIA)

D B 8

Store now, decrypt
later (C)

D B -7

Trustworthiness assurance of the
Autonomous Devices Domain

Real-time access
(CIA)

D B 8

Store now, decrypt
later (C)

D B 3

Trustworthiness assurance of the
public root CA

Real-time access
(CIA)

E C 8

Store now, decrypt
later (C)

E C -12

Trustworthiness assurance of the
Private Services Domain

Real-time access
(CIA)

E B 8

Store now, decrypt
later (C)

D B -2
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Table C.15: Step 5 conversion matrix

Impact

score

t

> 5 4− 0 −1−−5 < −5

A Acceptable Acceptable Moderate Moderate

B Acceptable Acceptable Moderate Severe

C Acceptable Moderate Severe Severe

D Moderate Severe Severe Critical

E Severe Severe Critical Critical

Table C.16: Step 5 synthesis results

Business process Threat Risk category

Trustworthiness assurance of the Organisation
Person Domain

Real-time access (CIA) Severe

Store now, decrypt later (C) Critical

Trustworthiness assurance of the Organisation
Services Domain

Real-time access (CIA) Severe

Store now, decrypt later (C) Critical

Trustworthiness assurance of the Citizen Domain
Real-time access (CIA) Moderate

Store now, decrypt later (C) Critical

Trustworthiness assurance of the Autonomous
Devices Domain

Real-time access (CIA) Moderate

Store now, decrypt later (C) Severe

Trustworthiness assurance of the public root CA
Real-time access (CIA) Severe

Store now, decrypt later (C) Severe

Explanation: Using the conversion matrix, we come to these risk categories for each business process.
The interpretation of these risks is further detailed in Chapter 5
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